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BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 

March 24, 2016, 11:30 a.m. 
 

1. Consultant/Guest Introduction 

2. Public Comment• 

3. Action Items 

3.1. Meeting Minutes of February 25, 2016, Regular Meeting
☼

 

3.2. Reassignment of Responsibilities – Leslie Isom
☼

 

3.2.1. SDA Pool Designated Contacts Update
☼

 

3.2.2. Custodian of Records Resolution
☼

 

3.3. Bridge Road Sewer Main Relocation IGA – Tug Birk
☼

 

3.4. 2414 Elliott Ranch Road Well Permit Request – Tug Birk
☼

 

3.5. Becky Bultemeier Services Agreement – James Wilkins
☼

 

3.6. Consent Agenda: Contract Log
☼

  

4. Strategy Items 

4.1. Vacant Director District 3 Appointment* (to be emailed March 22) 

4.2. Bond Issue and Premium Options – James Wilkins 

5. General Manager Report – Linn Brooks* 

5.1. Finance Report – James Wilkins*  

5.1.1. Water Sales – February 

5.1.2. Development Impact Fee Revenue Report – February 

5.2. Information Items – Linn Brooks 

5.2.1. Organizational Update 

5.2.2. Gore Creek Strategic Action Plan 

5.2.3. Update on Real Estate Matters 

5.3. Operations Report* 

5.3.1. Black Gore Creek Steering Committee Update – Siri Roman 

5.3.2. Wastewater Operations Update – Siri Roman  

5.4. Public Affairs Report – Diane Johnson* 

5.4.1. Vail SNOTEL Update  

5.5. Monthly Reports  

5.5.1. Authority February Meeting Summary – draft* 

5.5.2. Authority and District Committees* 

 



   ☼ Action Item Attachment 

 

* Informational Attachment 

 

† Confidential Attachment 

 • Public comment of items not on the agenda is limited to three minutes per person on any particular subject for which 
public comment is accommodated, pursuant to § 18-9-108, C.R.S. 

 
 

 
 
 
6. General Counsel Report – Jim Collins† 

7. Water Counsel Report – Glenn Porzak 

7.1. Wilderness Legislation Update* 

7.2. State Legislation Update* 

7.3. Whitewater Park Diligence Case 

8. Executive Session pursuant to § 24-6-402(a)(b) and (e), C.R.S.  

8.1. General Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Jim Collins 

8.1.1. Real Estate Matters  

8.2. Water Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Glenn Porzak 

8.2.1. Water Banking† 

8.2.2. CRCA Matters 

9. Adjournment 
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A Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Eagle River Water & Sanitation District (District) was 
held February 25, 2016, at 11:30 a.m., in the District’s Walter Kirch Room, 846 Forest Road, Vail, Eagle 
County, Colorado, in accordance with the applicable statutes of the State of Colorado. 

ATTENDANCE

 The following Directors were present, thereby constituting a quorum: 1 
Tom Allender 2 
Debbie Buckley 3 
Steve Friedman  4 
Bill Simmons  5 
Frederick P. Sackbauer IV 6 
Paul Testwuide   7 

 The following Director was absent and excused:  8 
Kim Langmaid  9 

DISCLOSURES OF POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 10 
The Board noted it had received more than 72 hours prior to the meeting certain disclosures of Potential Conflicts of Interest 11 
Statements for the following Directors indicating the following conflicts: 12 
Director Allender disclosed that he also serves on the Board of the Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority (Authority). He also 13 
disclosed that he is a former employee of Vail Resorts, which tangentially deals with the Authority and District, as well as being 14 
employed part time by SE Group, which does planning and environmental work for Vail Resorts and other ski areas. Director 15 
Friedman serves on the Boards of the Beaver Creek Metropolitan District and the Vail Valley Foundation. Director Langmaid 16 
disclosed that she founded and is employed by Walking Mountains Science Center, which receives funding from parties with which 17 
the District does business, including the US Forest Service, Vail Resorts, Towns of Vail and Avon, Vail Recreation District, Eagle 18 
County, and Holy Cross Energy. Director Sackbauer is employed by Vail Resorts, Inc., which has significant land ownership and 19 
business interests within the District. Director Simmons disclosed that he is the General Manager of the Beaver Creek Metropolitan 20 
District, an alternate Authority Director, and serves on the boards of the Edwards and Red Sky Ranch Metropolitan Districts. 21 
Director Testwuide disclosed that he performs consulting for Vail Resorts, his former employer, owns water rights in two states, and 22 
occasionally uses the District’s water counsel, Glenn Porzak, as his personal attorney.  23 

Also in attendance were:             24 
District Staff 25 
Tug Birk 26 
Linn Brooks 27 
Carol Dickman 28 
Catherine Hayes 29 
Leslie Isom 30 
Diane Johnson 31 
John McCaulley 32 
Connie Nunley 33 
Glen Phelps 34 
 35 

Siri Roman 36 
Jason Sica 37 

Consultants 38 
Jim Collins, Collins Cockrel & Cole 39 
Jonathan Heroux, Piper Jaffray 40 
Paul Lamb, MRP  41 
Glenn Porzak, Porzak Browning & Bushong LLP 42 

Public 43 
Brooke Ranney, Eagle River Watershed Council 44 

CALL TO ORDER 45 
Chairman Sackbauer called the meeting to order at 11:30 a.m. 46 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 47 

Updated conflict of interest letters for Directors Allender and Simmons were filed with the Secretary of 48 

State, copies of which are attached hereto as Exhibits A and B, respectively, and incorporated herein by 49 

this reference. 50 

INTRODUCTIONS 51 

Introductions were made, including Mr. Heroux and Ms. Ranney. Ms. Isom noted Mr. Lamb would be 52 

attending to give the District’s annual pension report.   53 

 54 

 55 
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PRESENTATIONS 1 

Town of Vail Strategic Action Plan – Ms. Brooks noted a scheduled presentation of the plan 2 

was tabled due to illness of one presenter. Ms. Roman discussed the plan, which identifies and 3 

prioritizes Gore Creek water quality issues. Staff reviewed the plan and recommended higher 4 

prioritization of certain projects like snow storage mitigation near Gore Creek, but overall, is 5 

supportive of the plan. The Board requested review of a draft letter of support from staff prior to 6 

sending it to the town council, which will vote on the plan at its March 15 meeting.  7 

Annual Pension Report – Ms. Isom introduced Mr. Lamb, who distributed the pension report, a 8 

copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated herein by this reference. He 9 

discussed the 401(a) and 457 plans, noting high staff participation in the voluntary 457 plan; 10 

lower distributions in 2015 than 2014; and ongoing employee outreach and education. Treasurer 11 

Friedman called attention to Ms. Isom’s commitment to the plan administration and called on staff 12 

to ensure this commitment continues after Ms. Isom’s retirement in April.  13 

ACTION ITEMS 14 

Consideration of Minutes – The minutes of the joint special meeting with Upper Eagle Regional Water 15 

Authority of January 21, 2016, were considered. Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was  16 

RESOLVED that the minutes of the January 21, 2016, joint special meeting be accepted and 17 

hereby are approved as presented.  18 

The minutes of the special meeting of January 21, 2016, were considered. Upon motion duly made and 19 

seconded, it was  20 

RESOLVED that the minutes of the January 21, 2016, special meeting be accepted and hereby 21 

are approved as presented.  22 

Bond Resolution – Ms. Brooks discussed the board action request and bond resolution, copies of 23 

which are attached hereto as Exhibits D and E, respectively, and incorporated herein by this reference. 24 

She noted passage of the resolution would be the first formal step in issuing the bonds contemplated in 25 

the May 2014 election. These general obligation bonds will fund needed wastewater system upgrades 26 

to meet nutrient regulations, which are part of the Edwards Wastewater Treatment Facility master plan. 27 

Mr. Heroux noted the resolution authorized moving forward with the bond issue, not to exceed $25 28 

million or an interest rate of 6% annually. He discussed a recent meeting with Standard & Poor’s to 29 

determine the District’s bond rating. He expects to hear back shortly and anticipates the District will be 30 

in the market by March 15, expecting to close at the end of March. In response to a question, Mr. 31 

Heroux said interested parties could contact him about purchasing the bonds.  32 

The Board took a short recess for lunch at 12:05 p.m. The meeting resumed at 12:21 p.m. 33 

Public Hearing: Request for Inclusion – The Board opened a public hearing at 12:23 p.m. to consider 34 

the inclusion of property into the District for sewer services, notice of which had been published for this 35 

place and time. A copy of the notice is attached hereto as Exhibit F and incorporated herein by this 36 

reference. Ms. Isom presented her board action request and inclusion resolution for the Angler’s PUD, 37 
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copies of which are attached hereto as Exhibits G and H, respectively, and incorporated herein by this 1 

reference. The resolution includes the PUD into the District boundaries for sewer service. No public 2 

comment was received, and the public hearing was closed at 12:24 p.m. Upon motion duly made and 3 

seconded, it was unanimously 4 

 RESOLVED that the Resolution for Inclusion of Angler’s PUD be approved as presented. 5 

 Amended Election Resolution – Ms. Hayes presented the amended election resolution, which changes 6 

the town of Vail polling place to the Grand View Room in Lionshead. A copy of the resolution is attached 7 

hereto as Exhibit I and incorporated herein by this reference. After discussion and upon motion duly 8 

made and seconded, it was unanimously 9 

  RESOLVED that the Amended Election Resolution is hereby approved as presented. 10 

Rules and Regulations Amendment – Ms. Brooks discussed the requested amendments to the 11 

Rules and Regulations and a related board action request, a copy of which is attached hereto as 12 

Exhibit J and incorporated herein by this reference. The amendments were discussed at the 13 

January board meeting, and the board requested review of the changes prior to approval. After 14 

discussion and upon motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously  15 

 RESOLVED that the Rules and Regulations amendments are hereby approved as 16 

presented. 17 

Upper Colorado River Wild and Scenic Management Plan Agreement – Ms. Brooks discussed the 18 

management plan and noted it was ready for execution after the approval of all involved stakeholders, 19 

which include east and west slope parties. Mr. Porzak noted the importance of the plan grandfathering in 20 

the Eagle River MOU; without this stipulation, a wild and scenic designation on the Upper Colorado River 21 

could have acted as an additional call on the river. A copy of the agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 22 

K and incorporated herein by this reference. After discussion and upon motion duly made and seconded, 23 

it was unanimously 24 

RESOLVED that the Upper Colorado River Wild and Scenic Management Plan Agreement was 25 

approved as presented.  26 

Consent Agenda – The Board unanimously approved the Consent agenda, a copy of which is 27 

attached hereto as Exhibit L and incorporated herein by this reference. 28 

All staff except Ms. Brooks and Ms. Johnson left the meeting at 12:30 p.m.  29 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 30 

Mr. Porzak requested the Board enter Executive Session to receive legal advice regarding CRCA matters 31 

pursuant to §24-6-402(4)(b) and (e) C.R.S. He asked that no electronic record be made, as the discussion 32 

would be entirely privileged attorney-client communications. Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was 33 

unanimously 34 

RESOLVED to enter executive session at 12:31 p.m. to discuss attorney-client privileged 35 

issues concerning CRCA matters, pursuant to §24-6-402(4)(b) and (e) C.R.S. with no 36 
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electronic record created as Mr. Porzak opined the contents of the discussion would contain 1 

privileged attorney-client communications.* 2 

The regular meeting resumed at 1:00 p.m., at which time staff reentered the room. 3 

REPORT BY WATER COUNSEL 4 

Colorado Water Rights Protection Act – Mr. Porzak updated on the legislation and ongoing 5 

efforts to resolve issues regarding bypass flows; impact of the bill on county 1041 powers; and 6 

language regarding how the federal government can obtain water rights in Colorado. He 7 

presented related information, copies of which are attached hereto as Exhibit M and incorporated 8 

herein by this reference. Mr. Porzak said the bill was scheduled for a committee hearing a week 9 

from Monday and will continue to update the board on progress.  10 

Legislation Confirming Recreation as a Beneficial Water Use – Mr. Porzak discussed a 11 

recent Supreme Court ruling that recreational water use was not a beneficial use and presented 12 

related information, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit N and incorporated herein by 13 

this reference. He discussed the proposed legislation, which would recognize recreation as a 14 

beneficial water use and noted the District and Authority have numerous decrees for such uses. 15 

The Board directed Mr. Porzak to support the bill on its behalf. Discussion ensued regarding 16 

leaving water in the river for environmental purposes, meeting nutrient and water quality 17 

standards, and for dilution flows, all of which are beneficial uses.  18 

Update on HR 2554: Continental Divide Wilderness and Recreation Act – Mr. Porzak 19 

updated the board on the bill and presented related information, a copy of which is attached 20 

hereto as Exhibit O and incorporated herein by this reference. He also discussed a recently 21 

received letter to the Boards from Rep. Polis, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit P and 22 

incorporated herein by this reference. The letter states that the District and Authority’s suggested 23 

language for the bill is unacceptable to the staff of the House and Senate Natural Resource 24 

Committees. Discussion ensued regarding the various exceptions provided in other wilderness 25 

bills; the amount of time the board, staff, and consultants have spent on this issue; and the 26 

likelihood of this bill becoming law. A motion to send a letter to Rep. Polis stating the board would 27 

not oppose the bill but would sit on the sidelines going forward died for lack of a second. Another 28 

motion was made to schedule a meeting with Rep. Polis and the District and Authority chairmen 29 

to make clear their position that the boards are requesting language in the bill to cover the 30 

eventuality of flooding, among other clarifications. After discussion and upon motion duly made 31 

and seconded, it was unanimously 32 

RESOLVED that if the District and Authority are not able to agree on language with Rep. 33 

Polis, the Boards will communicate to him that they will take no position on the bill.  34 

Updated Water Rights Appraisal – Mr. Porzak reviewed the updated water rights appraisal, a 35 

copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit Q and incorporated herein by this reference. He 36 
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noted that the ERMOU engineering study has indicated the District’s storage/acre-foot costs 1 

might be slightly low. 2 

Minturn Lease of Eagle Park Reservoir Water – Mr. Porzak summarized a 2010 settlement 3 

agreement with Minturn by which Minturn could reserve the right to lease up to 50 acre feet of 4 

water from Eagle Park or Homestake Reservoir from the District. Minturn reserved the right using 5 

an annual payment to the District, which started at $10,000 and increased by $10,000 increments 6 

each year. Mr. Porzak noted receipt of a letter that Minturn wished to exercise its right to the 7 

lease, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit R and incorporated herein by this reference. 8 

Mr. Porzak said Minturn was current on the payments and will discuss the lease with town 9 

representatives. 10 

Eagle River MOU Projects Update – Mr. Porzak updated the Board on a meeting with ERMOU 11 

parties regarding potential joint projects, associated cost per acre foot for the various project 12 

options, and needed wetlands studies to determine project feasibility. The Board authorized staff 13 

to engage Bob Weaver of Leonard Rice Engineers to complete a wetlands feasibility study in the 14 

spring and summer.  15 

Texas Supreme Court Ruling re Prior Appropriation – Mr. Porzak discussed a recent Texas 16 

Supreme Court ruling that upholds the prior appropriation law for privately held water rights; the 17 

state cannot give preference to cities or power providers over longstanding water rights holders 18 

even if the state declares it necessary for health and public welfare of the people. He noted this 19 

could be a precedent for future compact curtailment administration.   20 

Customer Request re Private Well at 2414 Elliott Ranch Road – Mr. Porzak discussed a 21 

request from the owner of 2414 Elliott Ranch Road in Intermountain for approval of a private well, 22 

which would facilitate permitting of the well by the state engineer. The property also receives 23 

water service from the District. The Authority has dealt with similar issues previously, and has 24 

refused to approve a well in an area that is already served by a public water system. Discussion 25 

ensued regarding multiple staff members receiving requests on this matter. Staff will further 26 

explore the request and report back to the Board.  27 

REPORT BY GENERAL COUNSEL 28 

Mr. Collins presented his report, noting that the Hahnewald Barn and Traer Creek matters were moving 29 

forward with no new information to report. 30 

Review of Copier Contract Bidding Process – Mr. Collins noted Paul Backes of McMahan and 31 

Associates completed his review of the bidding process for the District’s copier services contract. 32 

Mr. Collins said Mr. Backes found the process was fair, competitive, and reasonably provided the 33 

District with the best value. Mr. Collins will relay this information to Chris Aubel of High Country 34 

Copiers, who requested the review. 35 

 36 
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GENERAL MANAGER REPORT 1 

Ms. Brooks presented her report, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit S and incorporated herein 2 

by this reference. 3 

Organizational Changes – Ms. Brooks discussed recent organizational changes in light of the 4 

departures of Todd Fessenden and Angelo Fernandez, as well as Ms. Isom’s upcoming retirement in 5 

April. She noted the duties of all three were being reassigned, with new positions being added in other 6 

areas of the organization. This resulted in a net of zero positions created, and a budget analysis showed 7 

no increase in salary or benefits to the budget. She also noted a flattening of the organizational structure, 8 

with no executive team; all managers will report directly to Ms. Brooks. In response to a question, Ms. 9 

Brooks said a period of adjustment would give everyone involved the needed time to ensure the changes 10 

were beneficial and manageable for all involved.  11 

2015 Annual Housing Report – Ms. Isom presented the 2015 housing report, a copy of which is 12 

attached hereto as Exhibit T and incorporated herein by this reference. She expressed thanks for the 13 

contributions of Directors Buckley and Langmaid on the housing committee in the past few years, as well 14 

as Ms. Nunley for her housing administration efforts. Ms. Isom summarized the history of the program, 15 

which originated to ensure some on-call operators lived east of Dowd Junction and evolved into the 16 

current program, which helps attract and retain employees. She also noted a high demand for rental 17 

housing at the district and countywide; there are no vacancies in the District’s units presently, though 18 

several units will be available at the end of March. Discussion ensued regarding plans to expand the 19 

District’s housing program in the next five years. Staff will bring a proposal to the Board in the coming 20 

months.  21 

FINANCE REPORT 22 

In the absence of Mr. Wilkins, Ms. Reiter presented the finance report, a copy of which is attached hereto 23 

as Exhibit U and incorporated herein by this reference. She noted that slightly lower-than-budgeted water 24 

sales to date may be the result of fewer visitors. Lower than expected wastewater flows also indicate 25 

lower tourist numbers so far in 2016.  26 

OPERATIONS REPORT 27 

Ms. Roman presented the operations report, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit V and 28 

incorporated herein by this reference.  29 

Fats, Oil, and Grease (FOG) Presentation – Mr. Birk presented information on FOG, a copy of 30 

which is attached hereto as Exhibit W and incorporated herein by this reference. He noted the 31 

impacts of FOG on the District’s wastewater collection system and wastewater treatment plants 32 

and discussed the need for a District FOG program beyond the Rules and Regulations sections 33 

that govern FOG. Mr. Birk notified the board of staff’s plan to gather information from local 34 

businesses and said he would keep the Board apprised of progress but was not asking for Board 35 

action at this time.  36 
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Edwards Ammonia Exceedance – Ms. Roman discussed an ammonia exceedance at the 1 

Edwards Wastewater Treatment Plant. She said staff and some wastewater experts were 2 

investigating the incident, which resulted from a die off of “bugs” in the nitrification system. Ms. 3 

Roman assured the Board that staff was looking carefully at root causes, operator education and 4 

reactions, and construction impacts. The exceedance will be reported to the state.  5 

Wastewater Operations and Nutrient Optimization Update – Ms. Roman discussed the 6 

District’s requirement to meet upcoming nutrient regulations regarding nitrogen and phosphorus 7 

removal. She said the District’s three wastewater plants each use different treatment systems 8 

because of the unique operations of each plant. Carollo Engineers was hired to review plant 9 

operations and believes the District can optimize current plant operations to largely meet the 10 

standards, requiring less money spent on plant upgrades. Ms. Roman showed graphs depicting 11 

the reduction of total inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus at the three plants in 2014, after 12 

optimization efforts were underway. 13 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT  14 

Ms. Johnson presented the Communications and Public Affairs Report, a copy of which is attached 15 

hereto as Exhibit X and incorporated herein by this reference.  16 

Legislative Issues – Ms. Johnson discussed HB16-1283 on water loss audit reporting, which 17 

would require the Authority and District, as covered entities, to report data on non-revenue water. 18 

It is similar to a 2010 bill that mandated reporting of water use and water conservation data. In 19 

response to a question, Ms. Johnson said it would require some additional staff time to prepare 20 

and submit the report She also discussed upcoming legislation to be introduced by the Colorado 21 

River Water Conservation District that provides an alternative mechanism for creation of 22 

subdistricts within the River District, which could then be used to finance some of the projects 23 

recommended in the Colorado Basin Implementation Plan and Colorado Water Plan. 24 

Annual State of the River Meeting – Ms. Johnson noted the annual Eagle River Valley meeting will be 25 

held either May 12 or May 16, from 5:15 to 8 p.m. at Colorado Mountain College in Edwards. 26 

Colorado Basin Roundtable – Ms. Johnson said the River District is leading the effort to fund 27 

the Colorado River Development and Curtailment Risk Study with support from the four west 28 

slope roundtables and the Southwest Water Conservation District. 29 

Stakeholder Group Update – In response to a question, Ms. Johnson said wilderness advocates 30 

are primarily focused on the board’s position towards Rep. Polis’ legislation, with the goal being 31 

District support of the bill. 32 

Testing and Regulations Related to lead in Drinking Water – Ms. Johnson referenced the 33 

lead in drinking water issue in Flint, Mich. where many homes still have old lead service lines. 34 

She contrasted this with the relatively young age of the water system and homes in the District’s 35 

service area, which consistently show results of lead sampling at levels well below the “action 36 
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level” defined under the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. She said the District and Authority were 1 

on a reduced monitoring schedule due to the low risk. She also presented a memo, a copy of 2 

which is attached hereto as Exhibit Y and incorporated herein by this reference. Ms. Brooks 3 

pointed out the unique nature of the Environmental Protection Agency’s lead regulation: water 4 

providers are required to measure lead levels at the household tap, even though the providers 5 

have no ownership of the portion of the system that is within individual the properties of individual 6 

homes and businesses that could be the source of the problem. Discussion ensued about various 7 

materials used in pipes, their potential for corrosion, and what District staff looks for during meter 8 

change outs at customer homes and businesses; the District’s rules and regulations, which 9 

stipulate use of certain pipe materials; and how lead’s removal from solder, flux, and brass 10 

components has steadily reduced the risk of lead exposure. 11 

 12 

  13 
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ADJOURNMENT 1 

There being no further business to come before the Board, the meeting adjourned at 3:20 p.m. 2 

Respectfully submitted, 3 
 4 
 5 
__________________________________________ 6 
Secretary to the Meeting 7 
 8 
MINUTES APPROVED, FORMAL CALL, AND 9 
NOTICE OF MEETING WAIVED 10 

 11 
 12 

_________________________________________ 13 
Tom Allender, Director 14 
 15 
 16 
_________________________________________ 17 
Debbie Buckley, Secretary 18 
 19 
 20 
_________________________________________ 21 
Stephen Friedman, Treasurer 22 
 23 
 24 
_________________________________________ 25 
Kimberly Langmaid, Director 26 
 27 
 28 
_________________________________________ 29 
Frederick P. Sackbauer IV, President/Chairman 30 

 31 
 32 
_________________________________________ 33 
Bill Simmons, Director 34 
 35 
 36 
_________________________________________ 37 
Paul Testwuide, Director 38 

 39 
 40 
*The undersigned attorney for the applicable Executive Session affirms that the portion of the discussion 41 
in Executive Session not recorded constituted privileged attorney-client communications. 42 
 43 
 44 
__________________________________  _____________________________________  45 
Glenn Porzak, Water Counsel  Jim Collins, General Counsel  46 
 47 



 
 

B O A R D  A C T I O N  R E Q U E S T  
 

TO: The Board of Directors of Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority                      
The Board of Directors of Eagle River Water & Sanitation District 

FROM: Leslie Isom, Administration Manager 

DATE: March 15, 2016 

RE: Reassignment of Responsibilities 
 
Following over 33 wonderful years with the District, my family and I have decided that it is time for me to 
retire. Over the last few months I have been working with Linn and the Management Team to reassign my 
Direct Reports to other Department Managers and to reassign my duties, roles and responsibilities to 
others, as well. Several of these reassignments require Board approval including two in your Action Items 
section of the Agenda: 
   SDA Pool Designated Contacts Update  
 Custodian of Records Resolution 
 
Summary of Subject:  
SDA Pool Designated Contacts Update: I have served as the Districts and Authority’s Member 
Representative to the Colorado Special District Property and Liability Pool since its inception. The 
General Manager has consistently served as the Alternate Representative. We request your approval of 
the updated Designations of Member Representatives for the Colorado special District Property and 
Liability Pool, which names Evette Smits as the Member Representative and continues to name Linn 
Brooks as the Alternate Representative.  
 
Custodian of Records Resolution: I have also served as the Custodian of Records for the District and 
Authority for many years. We request your approval of the Resolution naming Catherine Hayes as 
Custodian of Records going forward.  
 
Legal Issues: Both of these matters require Board approval.  
 
Recommendation: We recommend that the Authority and District Boards approve the agenda items 
referenced above. 
 
Suggested Resolution and Motion:  

For the SDA Pool Designated Contacts Update: To approve the Designation of Member 
Representative for the Colorado Special District Property and Liability Pool, as presented.   
For the Custodian of Records Resolution: To approve the Custodian of Records Resolution, 
as presented.  

 
Attached Supporting Documentation: Copies of these documents are included in the Action Items 
section of your packets.  
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or would like additional information. Thank you for your 
attention to this matter. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Colorado Special Districts 
Property and Liability Pool 

 
Designation of Member Representative and Alternate Member Representative  for the 

Colorado Special Districts Property and Liability Pool 
 

Pursuant  to  Section  10.l(b)  of  the Intergovernmental  Agreement  for the  Colorado  Special 

Districts Property and Liability Pool (CSD Pool), the Board of   Directors of the 

 Eagle River Water & Sanitation District (District Legal Name) 

designates the following individuals as its Member  Representative and Alternate Member 

Representative to the CSD Pool to represent the District's interest in CSD Pool matters on behalf 

of the District: 

 
 
 Evette Smits                                                             Linn Brooks 
 

  

Member Representative (Print) Alternate Member Representative (Print) 
 
   Department of Finance Coordinator                             General Manager 

  

Association/Position in District Association/Position in District 
 
  846 Forest Rd., Vail, Co. 81657                         846 Forest Rd., Vail, Co. 81657 

  

Address Address 
 
 (970) 477-5413    (970) 477-5444 

  

Phone Phone 
 
 (970) 477-5434    (970) 476-4089 

  

Fax Fax 
 
 esmits@erwsd.org    lbrooks@erwsd.org  

  

Email Email 
 
 

Date Authorized: 
 

 
 
Authorized Board Signature: ___________________________________________________ 

Signer's Board Position:   ___________________________________________________________ 

mailto:esmits@erwsd.org
mailto:lbrooks@erwsd.org
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EAGLE RIVER WATER AND SANITATION DISTRICT 

RESOLUTION DESIGNATING THE  

OFFICIAL CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS AND ADOPTING A  

POLICY ON RESPONDING TO OPEN RECORDS REQUESTS 

WHEREAS, pursuant to §32-1-1001(1)(h), C.R.S., the Board of Directors of the 

Eagle River Water and Sanitation District (“District”) is responsible for the management, 

control and supervision of all of the business and affairs of the District; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to §32-1-1001(1)(i), C.R.S., the Board of Directors of the 

District has the authority to appoint an agent; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of the District has determined that it is 

appropriate to designate an official custodian of the District’s records for the protection 

of such records and in order to permit their inspection by persons entitled to examine and 

copy such records in an orderly fashion; and  

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of the District has determined that it is 

appropriate to adopt a policy on responding to open records requests; and  

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors fully supports, and complies with, all Federal 

and State laws relating to the retention, protection and disclosure of District records 

including, but not limited to, the Colorado Open Records Act, Title 24, Article 72, Part 2, 

C.R.S. (“CORA”), the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 

(“HIPAA”), and the Privacy Rule promulgated by the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services which interprets and implements HIPAA; and 

WHEREAS, it is the policy of the District that all public records shall be open for 

inspection by any person at reasonable times, except as otherwise provided by law; and 

WHEREAS, public records are defined by CORA as all writings made or 

maintained by the District, regardless of the format or medium of the records, subject to 

certain exceptions and public records expressly include e-mail communications; and 

WHEREAS, the District maintains a full backup for complete email system 

restore/recovery for emergency purposes only; such backups cannot be individually 

retrievable and are specifically not intended to create a public record; 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the 

Eagle River Water and Sanitation District that: 
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1. Official Custodians. 

(a) Catherine Hayes, the Communications Specialist of the District, is 

hereby designated as the Primary Official Custodian responsible for the maintenance, 

care and keeping of all records of the District, except as provided herein. 

(b) The Official Custodian may appoint others to act as Official 

Custodian in her absence. 

(c) The Official Custodians shall have the authority to designate such 

agents as they shall determine appropriate to perform any and all acts necessary to 

enforce and execute the provisions of this Resolution. 

2. Policy on Responding to Open Records Request.  The following are general 

policies concerning the release of records: 

(a) All public records of the District shall be open for inspection at the 

times designated herein, unless prohibited by the provisions of CORA or policies adopted 

by the Board of Directors in conformance with CORA. 

(b) Upon receipt, requests by a citizen, entity, Federal or State agency, 

District member, subpoena, Administrative or Court Order, or other legal process, to 

inspect and/or copy any District record (collectively referred to as a “Records Request”) 

should be immediately sent to the Official Custodian. 

(c) Every Records Request shall be submitted to the District’s Official 

Custodian in writing and be specific as to the information desired.   

(d) If any question arises as to the propriety of fully complying with a 

Records Request, the Official Custodian shall immediately forward it to the District’s 

legal counsel.  

(e) The District’s legal counsel shall determine the District’s obligations 

under the applicable Federal and/or State law(s).  If the District is permitted to comply 

with the Records Request in whole or in part, the District’s legal counsel will so notify 

the District’s Official Custodian, who will assemble the disclosable requested documents 

for inspection and/or copying in accordance with applicable Federal or State law.  

(f) If the District’s legal counsel determines the District is not permitted 

by Federal or State law to comply with the Records Request in whole or in part, legal 

counsel shall provide a written response to the party submitting the Records Request 

stating the legal basis upon which the Records Request in whole or in part is being 

denied. 
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(g) Pursuant to CORA, all records must be made available for inspection 

within three (3) working days, unless extenuating circumstances exist.  The deadline may 

be extended by seven (7) working days if extenuating circumstances exist and the 

requesting party is notified of the delay within the statutory period.  The Official 

Custodian may set the time during normal office hours and the place for records to be 

inspected and require that the Official Custodian or a delegated employee be present 

while the records are examined.  Inspection of the District’s public records shall be made, 

where permitted by law, during normal business hours, Monday through Friday, except 

on holidays, at an hour specifically set by the appropriate Official Custodian for each 

particular request for inspection 

(h) A person granted the right to inspect District records may also be 

furnished copies requested at a cost of twenty-five cents ($.25) per standard page.  The 

charge for providing a copy, printout or photograph of a public record in a format other 

than a standard page will be assessed at the actual cost of production.  Additionally, in 

those cases where the location or existence of specific documents must be researched and 

the documents must be retrieved, sorted or reviewed for applicability to the request, and 

such process requires more than one hour of staff time, the Custodian may charge a 

research and retrieval fee not to exceed thirty dollars ($30.00) per hour.  The Custodian 

will not impose a charge for the first hour of time expended in connection with the 

research and retrieval of public records. 

(i) The District may require a deposit to cover the estimated cost to 

produce the records, including the cost of the copies and the research and retrieval fee, 

prior to commencing work to produce such records.  Payment of any actual costs 

exceeding the deposit must be made at the time of release of the final work product or 

copies.  

(j) When practical, the copy, printout, or photograph of the requested 

record will be made in the place where the record is kept, but if it is impractical to do so, 

the Official Custodian may allow arrangements to be made for the copy, printout, or 

photograph to be made at other facilities.  If other facilities are necessary, the cost of 

providing requested records will be paid by the person making the request. 

(k) No person shall be permitted to inspect or copy any records of the 

District if, in the opinion of the Official Custodian after consultation with the District’s 

general counsel, such inspection or copying would come within the prohibition of one or 

more exemptions set forth in CORA. 

3. Severability.  If any part, section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of 

this Resolution is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the 

validity of the remaining provisions.   
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4. Effective Date.  This Resolution shall take effect and be enforced 

immediately upon its approval by the Board of Directors of the District. 

The foregoing Resolution was approved and adopted this 24
th

 day of March, 2016. 

EAGLE RIVER WATER AND SANITATION 

DISTRICT 

 

 

By:  

 Frederick P. Sackbauer, IV, Chairman  

 



 

 
 

 

B O A R D  A C T I O N  R E Q U E S T  
 
TO: Board of Directors 

FROM: Tug Birk, Development Review Coordinator 

DATE: March 15, 2016 

RE: Inter-Governmental Agreement with Town of Vail for Design of the Bridge Road 
Sanitary Sewer Relocation  

 
Summary of Subject:  Staff is recommending that the District enter into an Inter-Governmental 
Agreement with the Town of Vail to share costs for the design of the Bridge Road Sanitary Sewer 
Relocation. 
 
Discussion and Background: The District currently has a sanitary sewer main that runs above the 
culverts and below the asphalt at the Bridge Road bridge over Gore Creek.  This line requires monthly 
maintenance by the District Field Operations Team due to its flat slope.  With the design of the new 
bridge that the Town of Vail (TOV) plans to construct next year, the sanitary sewer main would become 
an unprotected aerial crossing that is exposed to high water and debris during spring runoff and major 
storm events.  The proposed relocated sewer main would be approximately 1000ft in length, add 3-4 new 
manholes and consolidate wastewater flows to one major creek crossing near the I-70 Interchange.  
Relocation of the sewer main would reduce the risk of wastewater being directly discharged into Gore 
Creek due to an unprotected aerial crossing, reduce monthly maintenance costs, and possibly eliminate 
some of the Infiltration and Inflow (I&I) that is known to occur in the East Vail Area. 
The Construction Review Team reviewed this request and believes that it is the best long term solution 
for the District. 
 
Alternatives:  
 

 No action-Under this alternative, the District would be responsible for ongoing maintenance of the 
existing sewer main which does not meet standards.  The sewer main would also be at risk of 
damage from water and debris during high flow runoff events when the bridge structure is 
replaced next year. 

 Enter into Agreement- This is the preferred alternative which corrects deficiencies in the existing 
main, reduces the Districts reoccurring maintenance costs and risk of future discharges, and 
facilitates the TOV’s replacement of the bridge. 

 
Legal Issues: The IGA’s terms are consistent with recently approved IGA’s between the District and the 
TOV. 
 
Budget Implication: The Town has issued a request for proposals for the sewer relocation design. TOV 
and District Staff are recommending awarding the contract to JVA Inc. for $25,350.  Per the terms of the 
IGA, the District and TOV would each be responsible for paying half of the contract amount.  Funds will 
be appropriated for the design work through the internal Budget Governance Process pending Board 
approval of the IGA.  Construction costs will be determined once the design is completed, and a separate 
IGA is anticipated to fund construction.  
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Recommendation: Staff recommends that the Board approve this IGA. 
 
Suggested Resolution and Motion: “I move to approve the IGA with the Town of Vail for the Bridge 
Road Sanitary Sewer Relocation Project.” 
 
Attached Supporting Documentation:  
 

 Bridge Road Sanitary Sewer Relocation Project IGA 
 
 

 

 



   

 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 

FOR 

BRIDGE ROAD SANITARY SEWER RELOCATION 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this ______ day of ____________ 

2016, by the TOWN OF VAIL, a political subdivision of the State of Colorado 

(“Town”), and EAGLE RIVER WATER AND SANITATION DISTRICT, a quasi-

municipal corporation and political subdivision of the State of Colorado, (“District”).  

Collectively these entities are also referred to as the “Parties”. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the Town of Vail is a Colorado municipality organized and operated 

pursuant to its home rule charter and Colorado law; and 

WHEREAS, Eagle River Water and Sanitation District is a water and sewer 

District organized and existing under the Colorado Special District Act; and 

WHEREAS, the District is empowered to provide water and sewer service to its 

customers and constituents within and without its boundaries, within Eagle County, 

Colorado, on such terms and conditions as the District may decide; and 

WHEREAS, Section 18(2)(a) and (b), Article XIV of the Colorado Constitution, 

Section 29-1-203, C.R.S., and Section 32-1-1001, C.R.S., provide for the ability of the 

Parties to enter into contracts and agreements with one another to provide 

intergovernmental services and facilities, when so authorized by their governing bodies; 

and 

WHEREAS, the Constitution and statutes of the State of Colorado permit and 

encourage agreements between political subdivisions of the State, in order that the 

inhabitants of such political subdivisions may thereby secure high quality governmental 

services; and 

WHEREAS, it is recognized by the Parties, that the public health, safety and 

welfare of their inhabitants is best served by providing high quality water and sewer and 

services; and 

WHEREAS, the Town wishes to relocate the sanitary sewer main to eliminate an 

aerial creek crossing and to better facilitate the future replacement of the Bridge Road 

structure over Gore Creek; and 
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WHEREAS, the District wishes to relocate the sanitary sewer main to eliminate 

and aerial creek crossing and upgrade a sanitary sewer main that is not built to current 

standards and requires monthly maintenance to stay operational; and   

WHEREAS, the Parties wish to combine their efforts to achieve cost sharing and 

cost savings benefits, minimize duplication of efforts to design a sound engineering 

solution to protect the parties infrastructure; and 

WHEREAS, each of the Parties hereto desires to work together to authorize and 

accomplish the Design of the Project; and 

WHEREAS, each of the Parties hereto has determined it to be in the best interests 

of their respective taxpayers, residents, property owners, and constituents to enter into 

this Agreement. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual performance of the 

covenants, agreements, and stipulations contained herein, and for other good and valuable 

consideration, the Parties hereto agree as follows: 

1. Cooperation.  The Parties agree to cooperate in the planning, design, cost 

and expense sharing and administration phases of the Project referenced in 

this Agreement and to cooperate and facilitate the combined efforts 

including, but not limited to the execution of any additional agreements, 

easements, and rights-of-way necessary to implement the purposes of this 

Agreement.   

 

2. Design Costs.  The Town and the District have selected JVA Consulting 

Engineers of Boulder, Colorado to perform professional design services.  

JVA Consulting Engineers was selected through a public Request For 

Proposals process.  The Town agrees to pay 50% of the design fees and the 

District agrees to pay 50% of the design fees. 
 

3. Term.  The term of this Agreement shall be through December 31, 2016.  In 

the event the Parties determine to proceed with Construction of the Project, 

another Intergovernmental Agreement shall be prepared and executed to 

authorize and accomplish that objective. 

 

4. Cost Sharing.  The Town agrees to pay all costs to the Consultant for the 

Project.  The Town will invoice the District on a monthly basis for the 

District’s portion of the work based upon a 50% Town/50% District cost 

share.  The District will reimburse the Town for the invoiced work within 

30 days.  The District represents that it has appropriated sufficient funds to 

pay in full its obligations hereunder. 
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5. Project Meetings.  The Town will make a good faith effort to invite a 

representative of the District to meetings concerning the Project, and 

otherwise provide open communications throughout the Project. 

 

6. Enforcement.  The Parties agree that this Agreement may be enforced in 

law or in equity for specific performance, injunctive, or other appropriate 

relief, including damages, as may be available according to the laws and 

statutes of the State of Colorado. It is specifically understood that by 

executing this Agreement each Party commits itself to perform pursuant to 

the terms contained herein, and that any breach hereof which results in any 

recoverable damages shall not  cause the termination of any obligations 

created by this Agreement unless such termination is declared by the Party 

not in breach hereof. 

 

7. Governing Law.  This Agreement shall be governed and construed in 

accordance with the laws of the State of Colorado.   

 

8. Venue.  Venue for the trial of any action arising out of any dispute 

hereunder shall be in the District Court for Eagle County, State of 

Colorado, pursuant to the appropriate rules of civil procedures. 

 

9. Captions.  The headings and sections and paragraphs are included only for 

convenience and reference.  If any conflict between any heading and the 

text of this Agreement exists, the text shall control. 

 

10. Binding Agreement upon Successors and Assigns.  This Agreement and the 

rights and obligations created hereby shall be binding upon and inure to the 

benefit of the Parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. 

 

11. Interested Persons.  Nothing herein expressed or implied is intended or 

should be construed to confer or give to any person or corporation or 

governmental entity other than the Town and the District, any right, remedy 

or claim under or by reason hereof or by reason of any covenant or 

condition herein contained, nor limit in any way the powers and 

responsibilities of the Town, the District, or any other entity not a party 

hereto. 

 

12. Notices.  All notices, requests, demands, consents and other 

communications hereunder shall be transmitted in writing and shall be 

deemed to have been duly given when hand-delivered or sent by certified, 

United States mail, postage prepaid, with return receipt requested, 

addressed to the parties as follows: 
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Stan Zemler, Town Manager 

Town of Vail 

75 South Frontage Road 

Vail, Colorado 81657 

With a Copy to: 

Matt Mire, Town Attorney 

Town of Vail 

75 South Frontage Road 

Vail, Colorado 81657 

Eagle River Water and Sanitation District 

Linn Brooks, General Manager 

846 Forest Road 

Vail, Colorado 81657 

With a Copy to: 

James P. Collins, Esq. 

Collins Cockrel & Cole 

390 Union Boulevard, Suite 400 

Denver, Colorado 80228-1556 

 

Either party may change the address at which it receives 

written notice, by notifying the other party in writing in the 

manner provided herein. 

13. Severability.  If any portion of this Agreement is held invalid or 

unenforceable for any reason by a court of competent jurisdiction as to 

either Party or as to both Parties, such portion shall be deemed severable 

and its invalidity or its unenforceability shall not affect the remaining 

provisions; such remaining provisions shall be fully severable and this 

Agreement shall be construed and enforced as if such invalid provisions 

had never been inserted into this Agreement. 

 

14. Waiver.  The waiver of any breach of any of the provisions of this 

Agreement, by any party, shall not constitute a continuing waiver of any 

subsequent breach by that party, either of the same, or of another provision 

of this Agreement. 
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15. Amendment.  This Agreement may be amended, modified, changed, or 

terminated in whole or in part only by written agreement duly authorized 

and executed by the Parties hereto. 

 

16. Duplicate Originals.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, 

each of which shall be an original, but all of which together, shall constitute 

one and the same agreement. 

 

17. Separate Entity Status.  In no event shall either party, its employees or its 

representatives, be considered or authorized to act as employees or agents 

of the other party. 

 

18. Indemnification.  Each party, to the extent permitted by law and subject to 

all of the immunities, defenses and protections afforded to that party by the 

Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, shall indemnify and hold harmless, 

the other party, its officers, directors, employees and agents from and 

against any claims including attorneys fees, arising out of the negligence of 

the officers, employees or agents of the indemnifying party and rising out 

of the performance of services under this Agreement. 

 

19. Force Majeure.  No party shall be liable for any failure to perform as 

required by this Agreement to the extent such failure to perform is caused 

by any reason beyond the control of that party or by reason of any of the 

following occurrences, whether or not caused by such party: strikes, labor 

disturbances or labor disputes of any character, accidents, riots, civil 

disorders or commotions, war, acts of aggression, floods, earthquakes, acts 

of God, explosion or similar occurrences; provided, such party shall 

exercise its best efforts to provide the best possible alternative performance 

and to prevent the foregoing occurrence from obstructing full performance.  

Such occurrences shall not terminate this Agreement and shall not affect 

this Agreement except as provided in this Section. 

 

20. Entire Agreement of the Parties.  This Agreement represents the full and 

complete understanding of Parties, and supersedes any prior agreements, 

discussions, negotiations, representations or understandings of Parties with 

respect to the subject matter contained herein. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be 

effective as of the date and year first above written. 

EAGLE RIVER WATER AND 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

 

By:  

 Linn Brooks, General Manager 

 

Attest: 

 

 

 

Leslie Isom, Administration Manager 

 

TOWN OF VAIL 

 

By:  

 Stan Zemler, Town Manager 

 

Attest: 

 

 

 

Patty McKenny, Town Clerk 

 

APPROVED AS TO FORM 

 

       

Matt Mire, Town Attorney 



   

 

ATTACHMENT A 

(CONSULTANT’S PROPOSAL DATED FEBRUARY 26, 2016) 



 

 
 

B O A R D  A C T I O N  R E Q U E S T  
 
TO: Board of Directors 

FROM: Tug Birk, Development Review Coordinator 

DATE: March 11, 2016 

RE: Request to Approve a well permit at 2414 Elliot Ranch Road 

 
Summary of Subject:  The owner of the property at 2414 Elliot Ranch Road has requested that the 
District provide the State Division of Water Resources (DWR) with a letter supporting their application for 
a well permit for an existing well on the property. 
 
Discussion and Background: 2414 Elliot Ranch Road was recently sold, and the purchasing party 
would like for a well permit to be issued from the DWR for an existing well on the property. Two structures 
exist on the property; a homesteader cabin served by the well that was originally constructed in the early 
1900’s, and a newer single family structure served by the District that was constructed in 1989. The 
existing well is not registered or permitted with the state DWR. On behalf of the owner, the listing broker 
has filed an application with the DWR for registration of the well and a permit for indoor household use 
only for one single family residence. Prior to issuing a permit, the District 5 Well Commissioner is 
requesting that the owner either obtain a letter stating no objection to the issuance of a permit from the 
local water provider or submit an approved augmentation plan through the water courts. The applicant is 
requesting that the District provide the necessary letter for the DWR to issue the well permit.   
 
Alternatives:  

 Submit a letter stating no objection to the well permit on the condition that the permit is limited to 
the historic indoor household use of one single family residence 

 Issue a letter of opposition to the well permit 

 Take no action and allow the well to continue use without a permit 
 

Legal Issues: Water Counsel has been consulted and will be at the board meeting to discuss any water 
rights implications associated with providing a letter stating no objection to the well permit. 
 
Budget Implication: None  
 
Recommendation: Recommend that the Board authorize Staff’s submission of a letter to the DWR 
stating that the District has no objection to the issuance of a well permit for the subject well on the 
condition that the well permit is limited to indoor household use only for one single family residence. 
 
Suggested Resolution and Motion: I move to authorize Staff to submit a letter to the DWR indicating 
that the District has no objection to the issuance of a well permit for the property at 2414 Elliot Ranch 
Road on the condition that the well permit is limited to indoor household use only for one single family 
residence. 
 
Attached Supporting Documentation:  
 
Conditional approval letter to the Division 5 Well Commissioner 



 

 

 
 
March 16, 2016 
 
Dwight Whitehead 
Colorado Division of Water Resources 
Well Permitting Technician 
202 Center Dr. 
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601 
 
 
Dear Mr., Whitehead, 
 
Eagle River Water and Sanitation District has no objection to the issuance of a well permit for Lot 4, 2414 
Elliot Ranch Road, provided the well would be limited to a single Household Use Only (HUO) permit. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Tug Birk 
Development Review Coordinator 



 

 
 

 

B O A R D  A C T I O N  R E Q U E S T  
 
TO: ERWSD Board Members 

FROM: James O. Wilkins/Director of Finance 

DATE: March 24, 2016 

RE: Bultemeier Service Contract 

 
Summary of Subject:  The attached proposed Service Contract outlines the scope of work, remuneration 
and obligations of both the District and the proposed contractor with regard to potential contract work in 
the areas of finance, accounting, budgeting and bond issuance.  Funds are already budgeted in the 
Financial Consulting line item.  
 
Discussion and Background: As the District wraps up its 2016 GO Bond Issue and prepares for both 
the upcoming annual audit and 2017 budget planning there may be areas where Becky’s experience and 
knowledge of processes, policies and legal matters can be of benefit to the District.  By having this 
contract in place we can move quickly to engage her services if needed. 
 
Alternatives: While the District may have other alternatives (such as increased use of auditors or other 
third party experts) Becky has nearly thirty years of experience specific to the District, an advantage that 
the District will have access to with the approval of this contract. 
 
Legal Issues: None known 
 
Budget Implication: As previously mentioned any work performed under this contract has been included 
in the already adopted 2016 budget under Financial Consulting.  
 
Recommendation: Approval of proposed Service Contract. 
 
Suggested Resolution and Motion: I make a motion to approve the attached Service Contract between 
Eagle River Water & Sanitation District and Rebecca Bultemeier. 
 
Attached Supporting Documentation: Service Contract 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or require additional information.  Thank you for your 
attention to this matter. 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

SERVICES AGREEMENT 
 

THIS SERVICES AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made and entered into the 
most recent day and year set forth below by and between the EAGLE RIVER WATER & 
SANITATION DISTRICT ("Principal") and REBECCA BULTEMEIER, whose mailing 
address is P.O. Box 366 Howard, CO 81233, hereinafter referred to as "Contractor." 

 
WITNESSETH: 

 
In consideration of the mutual covenants and obligations herein expressed, it is 

agreed by and between the parties hereto as follows: 
 

1. Scope of Services. The Contractor agrees to provide consulting services 
related to Projects identified by the Principal from time to time during the term of this 
Services Agreement. 

 
2. Time of Commencement and Completion of Services.  The services to be 

performed pursuant to this Agreement shall be initiated on April 1, 2016.  Services shall 
be completed no later than December 31, 20 16. 

 
3. Early Termination by Principal.  Notwithstanding the time periods 

contained herein, the Principal may terminate this Agreement at any time without cause 
by providing written notice of termination to the Contractor.  Such notice shall be 
delivered at least three (3) days prior to the termination date contained in said notice 
unless otherwise agreed in writing by the parties.  In the event of any such early 
termination by the Principal, the Contractor shall be paid for services rendered prior to 
the date of termination, subject only to the satisfactory performance of the Contractor's 
obligations under this Agreement.  Such payment shall be the Contractor's sole right and 
remedy for such termination. 

 
4. Compensation.  In consideration of the services to be performed pursuant to 

this Agreement, the Principal agrees to pay Contractor the following amounts: Eighty 
Dollars ($60.00) per hour and reimbursement of any direct expenses incurred by the 
Contractor in performance of services at Contractor's cost. Vehicle travel expense will be 
reimbursed at the current IRS mileage rate. The Contractor shall provide to the Principal 
each month a billing statement detailing the services rendered, the amount of time spent 
in performance and the amount of any reimbursable expense incurred.  During the time 
consulting services are provided to the Principal, Contractor shall continue to be provided 
with Verizon Cellular Telephone service and Verizon Data Plan by the Principal. The 
Principal shall provide no benefits to Contractor other than the compensation stated 
above. 

 
5. Principal Representative.  The Principal will designate, prior to 

commencement of work, its project representative ("Principal Representative") who shall 



make, within the scope of his or her authority, all necessary and proper decisions with 
reference to the Scope of Services.  All requests for contract interpretations, change 
orders, and other clarification or instruction shall be directed to the Principal 
Representative. 

 
6. Independent Contractor.  The services to be performed by Contractor are 

those of an independent contractor and not of an employee of the Principal.  The 
Contractor is obligated to pay federal and state income tax on any moneys earned 
pursuant to this Agreement.  Neither the Contractor nor its employees, if any, are 
entitled to workers' compensation benefits for the performance of the services 
specified in this Agreement. 

 
7. Personal Services.  It is understood that the Principal enters into this 

Agreement based on the special abilities of the Contractor and that this Agreement shall 
be considered as an agreement for personal services.  Accordingly, the Contractor shall 
neither assign any responsibilities nor delegate any duties arising under this Agreement 
without the prior written consent of the Principal.  The Contractor shall perform the 
services hereunder at or above the standard of care of those in its profession or industry. 

 
8. Illegal Aliens.  The Contractor certifies that the Contractor shall comply 

with the provisions of Section 8-17.5-101 et seq., C.R.S.  The Contractor shall not 
knowingly employ or contract with an illegal alien to perform work under this Agreement 
or enter into an agreement with a subcontractor that knowingly employs or contracts with 
an illegal alien.  The Contractor represents, warrants, and agrees that it has confirmed the 
employment eligibility of all employees who are newly hired for employment to perform 
work under the Agreement through participation in either the E-Verify Program or the 
Department Program described in Section 8-17.5-101, C.R.S.  The Contractor shall not 
use either the E-Verify Program or the Department Program procedures to undertake pre- 
employment screening of job applicants while the public contract for services is being 
performed.  If the Contractor obtains actual knowledge that a subcontractor performing 
work under this contract knowingly employs or contracts with an illegal alien, the 
Contractor shall:  (i) notify the subcontractor and the Principal within three days that the 
Contractor has actual knowledge that the subcontractor is employing or contracting with 
an illegal alien; and (ii) terminate the subcontract with the subcontractor if within three 
days of receiving such notice, the subcontractor does not stop employing or contracting 
with the illegal alien, unless the subcontractor provides information to establish that the 
subcontractor has not knowingly employed or contracted with an illegal alien.  The 
Contractor shall comply with all reasonable requests made in the course of an 
investigation by the Colorado Department of Labor and Employment.  If the Contractor 
fails to comply with any requirement of Section 8-17.5-102(2), C.R.S., the Principal may 
terminate this Agreement for breach and the Contractor shall be liable for actual and 
consequential damages to the Principal.  If Contractor participates in the Department 



Program, Contractor shall provide the affirmation required under Section 8-17.5- 
102(5)(e)(III), C.R.S., to the District. 

 
If Contractor operates as a sole proprietor, Contractor hereby swears or affirms 

under penalty of perjury that Contractor (i) is a citizen of the United States or otherwise 
lawfully present in the United States pursuant to federal law, (ii) shall comply with the 
provisions of Section 24-76.5-101 et. seq., C.R.S., and (iii) shall produce one of the forms 
of identification required by Section 24-76.5-103, C.R.S., prior to the commencement of 
services. 

 
9. Compliance with Laws.  The Contractor is obligated to familiarize itself 

and comply with all laws applicable to the performance of the Scope of Services. 
 

10. Acceptance Not Waiver.  The Principal's approval or acceptance of, or 
payment for, any of the services shall not be construed to operate as a waiver of any 
rights or benefits provided to the Principal under this Agreement. 

 
11. Default.  Each and every term and condition hereof shall be deemed to be a 

material element of this Agreement.  In the event either party should fail or refuse to 
perform according to the terms of this Agreement, such party may be declared in default. 

 
12. Remedies.  In the event a party declares a default by the other party, such 

defaulting party shall be allowed a period of ten (10) days within which to cure said 
default.  In the event the default remains uncorrected, the party declaring default may elect 
to (a) terminate the Agreement and seek damages; (b) treat the Agreement as continuing 
and require specific performance; or (c) avail itself of any other remedy at law or equity.  
If the non-defaulting party is successful in pursuing legal or equitable actions against the 
defaulting party, the defaulting party shall be liable to the non-defaulting party for the 
non-defaulting party's reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred because of the default. 

 
13. Indemnification; No Waiver of Liability.  The Contractor agrees to 

indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Principal from any and all damages and liabilities 
arising from the Contractor's performance of the Scope of Services. 

 
14. Binding Effect.  This writing constitutes the entire agreement between the 

parties and shall be binding upon said parties, their officers, employees, agents and 
assigns and shall inure to the benefit of the respective survivors, heirs, personal 
representatives, successors and assigns of said parties. 

 
15. Law; Venue.  The laws of the State of Colorado shall govern the 

construction, interpretation, execution and enforcement of this Agreement.  Venue for  
any dispute between the parties arising out of or relating to this Agreement shall be in the 



State of Colorado District Court for the county in which Principal's mailing address is 
located. 

 
16. Severability.  In the event any provision of this Agreement shall be held 

invalid or unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, such holding shall not 
invalidate or render unenforceable any other provision of this Agreement. 

 
17. Annual Appropriation.  The Principal's obligations hereunder are subject to 

the annual appropriation of funds necessary for the performance thereof, which 
appropriations shall be made in the sole discretion of the Principal's Board of Directors. 

 
18. Ownership of Work Product.  All documents such as reports, plans, 

drawings and contract specifications, information, and other materials prepared or 
furnished by Contractor (or Contractor's independent professional associates, 
subcontractors, and consultants) and paid for pursuant to this Agreement are instruments 
of public information and property of Principal.  All internal documents which support 
the public information such as field data, field notes, laboratory test data, calculations, 
estimates and other documents prepared by Contractor as instruments of service shall be 
provided to Principal upon request by Principal.  Principal understands such documents 
are not intended or represented to be suitable for reuse by Principal or others for purposes 
outside the specific scope and conditions of the Scope of Services.  Any reuse without 
written verification or adaptation by Contractor for the specific purpose intended will be 
at Principal's sole risk and without liability or legal exposure to Contractor, or to 
Contractor's independent professional associates, subcontractors, or consultants. 

 
19. Time Is Of the Essence.  All times stated in this Agreement are of the 

essence. 
 

20. Notices.  All notices which are required or which may be given under this 
Agreement shall be effective as to Contractor when mailed via registered or certified 
mail, postage prepaid and sent to the address first set forth above.  Notice to Principal 
will be effective when mailed via registered or certified mail, postage prepaid and sent to: 

 
Eagle River Water & Sanitation District 
846 Forest Road 
Vail, CO 81657 

 
21. Counterparts, Electronic Signatures and Electronic Records.  This 

Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be an original, but all of 
which, together, shall constitute one and the same instrument.  The parties consent to the 
use of electronic signatures and agree that the transaction may be conducted 
electronically pursuant to the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, § 24-71.3-101, et 
seq., C.R.S.  The Agreement and any other documents requiring a signature may be 
signed electronically by any party.  The parties agree not to deny the legal effect or 



 

enforceability of the Agreement, solely because it is in electronic form or because an 
electronic record was used in its formation.  The parties agree not to object to the 
admissibility of the Agreement in the form of an electronic record, a paper copy of an 
electronic document, or a paper copy of a document bearing an electronic signature on 
the grounds that it is an electronic record or an electronic signature or that it is not in its 
original form or is not an original. 

 
22. No Third Party Beneficiaries.  The parties to this Agreement do not intend 

to benefit any person not a party to this Agreement.  No person or entity, other than the 
parties to this Agreement, shall have any right, legal or equitable, to enforce any 
provision of this Agreement. 

 

CONTRACTOR: 

REBECCA 

BULTEMEIER 

 

 
Date:  

 
 
 
 

PRINCIPAL: 
 

 
EAGLE RIVER WATER & 
SANITATION DISTRICT 

 
 

By: 

Name: 

Title: 

Date:   



Contract Date Change Order Project Name Contractor Contract Project Account Statue and

Number Executed  signed on Amount Manager Number  Notes

16.15.013 02/25/16

2016 Eagle Mine Superfund 

Site Leonard Rice Engineers, Inc. $20,000.00 S. Roman 10.3.9.10.90.041 Open/Contract Expires 12/31/16

16.15.014 03/09/16

Water & Sewer Standard 

Detail Updates and Standard 

Specification Revisions 

(Appendix C&D) Cirque Civil Inc. $24,465.00 J. Cowles 10.1.9.00.90.181 Open/Contract Expires 12/31/16

16.15.015 03/08/16 Wastewater Planning Services Carollo Engineers, Inc. $257,661.00 S. Roman 10.3.2.10.03.328 Open/Contract Expires 12/31/16

16.15.016 03/03/16

Dumpster Pickup for Vail, 

Avon Water & Wastewater and Waste Management Various C. Nunley Various Open/Contract Expires 3/1/18

16.15.017 03/10/16

Preventive 

Maintenance/Annual Service 

Avon WWTP

American Mechanical 

Services $23,760.00 T. Drescher 10.3.9.10.20.500 Open/Contract Expires 12/31/16

16.15.018 03/10/16

Vail WWTP Back Flow 

Assembly Plumbing Systems Inc. $18,788.00 G. Kanakis 10.1.2.00.05.142 Open/Contract Expires 6/15/16

16.15.019 03/15/16

VWW Clarifier Rooms Painting 

- 2016 Spiegel Industrial, LLC $44,174.25 B. Peterson 10.3.2.10.11.116 Open/Contract Expires 4/16/16

 EAGLE RIVER WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT 2016 CONTRACT LOG



 

 

 

G e n e r a l  M a n a g e r  R e p o r t  
 

TO: ERWSD Board of Directors 

UERWA Board of Directors 

FROM: Linn Brooks 

DATE: March 16, 2016 

 

Board Committees 
 

Authority Unallocated Water Committee 
 

This committee (Sarah Smith Hymes, Tom Allender, Linn Brooks and Glenn Porzak) is ready to 
present a policy to the Authority Board for consideration this month. The draft is in your packet 
under Glenn Porzak’s report. 
 

Organizational Performance 
 

I will be working with this committee (Paul Testwuide and Bill Simmons), belatedly, on my 
performance review in the next month and expect they will be ready to present their conclusion 
to the board at the April meeting. If you have any input for Bill and Paul, please let them know. 

 
Appointment to Vacant Seats 
 

Kim Langmaid has announced she will vacate her board seat. Diane has drafted a brief press 
release for board approval this month, notifying the public of an open seat and the board’s 
willingness to accept letters of interest. I recommend either an ad hoc committee or the full board 
interview selected candidates in April and appoint at the May meeting. 

 
 

Partner Organizations 
 

Gore Creek Strategic Action Plan 

 
Attached to this report are:  1) a letter, approved by the board and signed by Chairman Rick 
Sackbauer, supporting the town’s proposed plan; 2) the Town of Vail’s resolution adopting the 
plan (which includes a budget for 2016 of $2.11mm and the addition of a 2-year outreach and 
education position); and 3) a detailed program budget 2016-2020. The resolution was approved 
by the town council on March 15 with a 5:1 vote. The adoption of the plan is the culmination of 6 
years of stakeholder-driven and –funded effort to address aquatic health impairment 
documented by the District and focus the community on the health of Gore Creek and the Eagle 
River. 
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I was able to meet with 5 of the council men and women prior to the hearing to emphasize: the 
District’s support of the town staff’s efforts to date and quality of the plan; the benefits of adaptive 
management (“learning by doing”); the importance and cost-effectiveness of maintenance of 
existing treatment infrastructure; the importance and long-term benefits of restoring the riparian 
function; support of up-stream BMPs (treatment facilities located at the east Vail interchange and 
public works snow dump); and the District’s ongoing commitment to supporting the Town toward 
success in attaining a healthy river through continuing the macro-invertebrate sampling and 
stakeholder involvement. 
 
 
Staff Initiatives 
 
Leslie Isom is retiring on April 1, after 33 years of service to the District. Leslie and staff have 
been planning her transition for several months.  Her primary duties have been passed off to 
either other managers or committees; broadly these include: 
 

 Board functions 

 Records and Information Management 

 Housing Program 

 Property and Liability Insurance and Claims 

 Pension Plan Administrator 

 Real Estate Transactions 

 Boundary Inclusions and state reporting 

 Elections 

 Party planning and merry-making around the office 
 
Leslie is working to document resources and contacts in support of staff who will be taking on 
her duties, as well as providing training, introductions to key vendors and consultants and 
general advice from her years of experience.  Leslie’s passion, professionalism, integrity and 
sparkling personality will be greatly missed by our staff.  Please wish her well in retirement when 
you see her at the meeting! 

 
 
Future Items 
 

Recommendation on District Real Estate Needs 
Real Estate Sales and Purchases Update 
 

Attachments: 
 
Gore Creek SAP documents (3) 
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RESOLUTION NO. 9 
Series of 2016 

 
A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE RESTORE THE GORE STRATEGIC PLAN TO 
RESTORE GORE CREEK WATER QUALITY RESULTING IN THE REMOVAL OF 

GORE CREEK FROM THE COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND 
ENVIRONMENT WATER QUALITY CONTROL DIVISION 303(d) LIST OF IMPAIRED 

WATERS, AND SETTING FORTH DETAILS IN REGARD THERETO. 
 

WHEREAS, the Town of Vail in the County of Eagle and State of Colorado is a 
home rule municipal corporation duly organized and existing under the laws and of the 
State of Colorado and the Town Charter; and  

 
WHEREAS, the Town of Vail adopted the Vail Environmental Sustainability 

Strategic Plan under Resolution No. 1, Series of 2009 establishing the goal of 
ecosystem health; ensuring that the natural environment, specifically air and water 
quality, water quantity, land use and habitat are maintained to current or improved levels 
of biological health; and 

 
WHEREAS, Gore Creek has been listed as impaired by the Colorado 

Department of Public Health and Environment on the 303(d) List under the Clean Water 
Act due to a lack of aquatic macroinvertebrates; and  
 

WHEREAS, the cause of decline has been scientifically determined to be due to 
a lack of riparian habitat, impacts and pollutants from land use activities, and stormwater 
runoff and impervious cover; and  
 

WHEREAS, the Vail Town of Vail intends to implement the actions within the 
Restore the Gore Strategic Plan to restore the aquatic insect population to exceed the 
minimum standard set by the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 
according to the Multi-Metrix Index within the allotted 10 year time frame, ensure Gore 
Creek water chemistry meets or exceeds regulatory standards, and ensure sediment 
loads meet or exceed regulatory standards; and 
  
 WHEREAS, the Vail Town Council finds that this Resolution furthers the 
environmental sustainability goals of the town and is in the best interest of the 
community as it promotes the overall enhancement of the environment, environmental 
values, sustainable practices and a healthy community. 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE 
TOWN OF VAIL, COLORADO: 

1.  Purpose       

The Vail Town Council hereby adopts the “Restore the Gore Strategic 
Plan”, dated February 8, 2106 

2. Findings 
   The Vail Town Council hereby finds that: 
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The Restore the Gore Strategic Plan is consistent with the community 
vision, mission and adopted goals, and the objectives and actions within 
the plan reflect the intention of the Town of Vail to become a leader in 
environmental preservation, stewardship, and sustainability. 

3. Effective Date of the Resolution 

This Resolution shall be effective March 15, 2016. 
 

INTRODUCED, READ, APPROVED AND ADOPTED this 15th day of March, 
2016.  

       
David Chapin, Mayor, Town of Vail 

ATTEST: 

       
Patty McKenny, Town Clerk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



2015 Water Quality Fund 
Unspent Balance - Roll 

Forward

2016 Water Quality 
Budgeted Funds RETT 

Approved

2016 E. Vail Water Quality 
TAP Grant Program 

approved 

Other 2016 Capital 
Projects Budget 

Approved (portion for 
water quality)

2016 Totals 2017 E. Vail Water 
Quality TAP Grant 

Program 

2017 Streambank 
Mitigation RETT 

Budget

2017 Water Quality 
Budgeted Funds 

RETT

2018 RETT 
Combined 

Streambank 
Mitigation & Water 

Quality Budget

2019 RETT 
Combined 

Streambank 
Mitigation & Water 

Quality Budget

2020 RETT 
Combined 

Streambank 
Mitigation & Water 

Quality Budget

$780,000 $1,000,000 $50,000 $280,000 $2,110,000 $1,160,000 $400,000 $500,000 $1,400,000 $1,400,000 $1,400,000

2016 Restore the Gore Projects 
Education and Outreach Campaign Vermilion (2015 brand 
development outstanding) $12,000
SGM (final invoices, additional field work-basin mapping 2015 
outstanding) $30,000
Education and Outreach Campaign Vermilion - (2016) $141,000
Education and Outreach Media Spend $40,000 $40,000
Design Public Riparian Projects (design+permitting) $175,000
Lionshead Riparian Project* $25,000
Public Works Site Stormwater Project (design+construction)**

$210,000
Stormwater vault cleaning (contract) $35,000 $35,000 $35,000 $35,000 $35,000
Stormwater project full engineering design and approval  (1/2 
of total project list) $250,000 $250,000
BFAG Sustainable Landscape Course $4,000 $4,000
Course Materials $2,500 $2,500
Education and Outreach Coordinator Position (with benefits) $90,000 $95,000
Community Meeting displays/printing $1,000
Wet weather storm outfall sampling $5,000 $5,000
I-70 E. Vail TAP 2016 design $50,000
I-70 E. Vail Interchange TAP 2016 permitting + construction $1,160,000
Public Works Equipment Wash Down Upgrade (vault) $250,000
E. Vail Fire Station Vault $30,000
Stormwater inspector training+equipment $3,000
Riparian Site Specific Projects Construction- Public $150,000 $150,000 $150,000 $200,000 $200,000
Stormwater Site Specific Projects Construction - Public $500,000 $465,000 $765,000 $965,000 $965,000
TOTAL $678,500 $995,000 $50,000 $280,000 $2,003,500 $1,160,000 $296,500 $500,000 $1,200,000 $1,200,000 $1,200,000 $9,563,500
REMAINING FUNDS $101,500 $5,000 $0 $0 $106,500 $0 $103,500 $0 $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 $916,500

**319 Grant applied 

RESTORE THE GORE WATER QUALITY BUDGET

*Town match of ERWSC riparian grant project - $23,260

Note: Staff will be proposing in the near future to utilize remaining 2016 streambank mitigation funds to support a  public-private partnership riparian grant program to assist homeowners with stream bank restoration on 
private property (high priority action #15).



 
 

M E M O R A N D U M  
 
TO: ERWSD Board of Directors 

FROM: James Wilkins, Director of Finance 

DATE: March 24, 2016 

RE: Monthly Report 
 
Water Sales Update 

Water Sales for the month of February for both UERWA and ERWSD are attached.  ERWSD’s water 
sales for February were 50mm gallons, in-line with projections; UERWA’s water sales for February were 
70mm gallons versus 66mm gallons projected. 
 
Development Impact Fee Revenue 
 
February fees paid are attached.  UERWA collected little in February.  Vail Water also collected minimal 
fees in February, as did Wastewater.  The first few months of the year are historically light for these fees, 
as any developers wanting to take advantage of lower fees likely paid in December before increases were 
enacted; those breaking ground later in the year (typically late spring) will likely wait to pay. 
 



2004 . . . 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
K Gals per SFE per year 73.6 66.9 66.4 66.8 65.0 65.4 65.4

2004 . . . 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
K Gals per SFE per year 92.5 92.5 79.1 80.1 75.7 75.4 75.4

EAGLE RIVER WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT
Monthly Water Sales - Excluding  Discounted Volume Sales for snow making

UPPER EAGLE REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY
Monthly Water Sales

January 31, 2016

January 31, 2016
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Development Impact Fee Revenue 

February 2016 Activity 

Customer-Paid Impact Fees (Tap, WSIF, Tank Storage) 

Subdivision # SFEs Amount Paid 
Arrowhead .1 $2,671.68 
Bachelor Gulch .2 $5,753.37 
Vail 3.2 $76,871.34 

 

  

 

TD Developer-Paid Impact Fees (Water Rights) 

Development Acre Ft. Amount 
Timber Ridge (Lions Ridge) 2.08 $4,950.00 (pending) 

 

Pending Activity 

Development #SFEs Development Type 
VVMC 15 Up-Zoning 

TOV Affordable Housing 50 New PUD 
Roost Lodge (Marriot Res. Inn) 56 (add’l) Redevelopment 

Park Meadows (Vail) 26 (water only) Redevelopment 
VIA (Edwards) 70 New PUD 

Anglers (Edwards) 9 New PUD 
West End 73 New PUD 

 

 $-

 $200,000.00

 $400,000.00

 $600,000.00

 $800,000.00

 $1,000,000.00

UERWA (WSIF) VAIL WATER SEWER

2014 Actual

2015 Actual

2016 Projected

2017 Projected

2018 Projected

2016 YTD



 
 

OPERATIONS MONTHLY REPORT 

MARCH 2016 

INFORMATION ONLY  

RESERVOIRS AND STREAMFLOW 

 
RESERVOIRS 
 
Eagle Park Reservoir (EPR) is approximately 18 feet below full pool, with a 0.6 CFS release for 
augmentation and streamflow enhancement.  
 
Black Lakes 2 is being released at 2.5 CFS and is approximately seven feet below full pool. This release 
is scheduled to cease on March 15. Black Lake 1 is at minimum pool.  
 
LOCAL DATA 
 

RESERVOIR UPDATES – 3/14/16 

Reservoir 

Physical 
Capacity 

(AF) 
Current 

Storage (AF) 
Discharge 

(CFS) 

Previous Month 
Change in 

Storage (AF) Comments 

Eagle Park 3,301 2,345 0.6 -128 Releasing 

Black Lake 1 527 177 0.2 -139 Minimum pool 

Black Lake 2 98 40 2.5 -58 Releasing 

Homestake 42,881 41,090 3 -165 Steady 

Green Mountain 153,639 64,496 58 net -3,300 Releasing 

Wolford 65,993 41,990 12 net -700 Releasing  

 
Local snowpack is near normal. The snow water equivalent (SWE) percent of normal (as of March 14) at 
area SNOTEL sites are: Fremont = 94%, Vail Mountain = 92%, Copper Mountain = 100%. The SWE in 
the Upper Colorado River headwaters is 97% of normal basin-wide. 
 
LOWER COLORADO DATA 
 

Reservoir 
% of Full 
Capacity 

Current Storage 
Million (M) AF 

Current Water Year* 
Inflow vs. Last Year% 

Inflow vs. Outflow 
YTD 

Lake Powell 45.9  11.2 92 -1.15 MAF 

Lake Mead** 36.2 9.9 N/A N/A 

 
*Water year begins October 1 
**Lake Mead Water Data Website was last updated July 9, 2015 – some data available on other sites 
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STREAMFLOWS 
 
STREAM GAGE UPDATES (Low Flow Events)  Date   3/14/16 

Gage Location 
Streamflow 

 (CFS) 

Record 
Streamflows 

Low/High 

In-stream 
Flow Water 

Rights Level 
(CFS) ISF Season 

Eagle River below AWWTP 72 
50 (2013) 
106 (2007) 

35 Oct-Apr 

Gore Creek above Red Sandstone 28 
13 (2010) 
34 (2007) 

6 Oct-Apr 

Eagle River below Gypsum 189 
127 (1990) 
275 (2007) 

50 Oct-Apr 

 
RIVER CALLS 
 
Shoshone call is in effect.  

 
LOCAL NEWS 

 
Urban Runoff Group (URG) & Stormwater Updates  Siri Roman  
 
The Black Gore Creek Steering Committee meeting was held on Feb. 23, 2016. The Colorado 
Department of Transportation (CDOT) stated that their goal each year is to pick up at least as much 
traction sand as they put down. Last fall, they hired a Contractor to clean out the traction sand from the 
harder to reach areas that are located beyond thirty feet from the edge of pavement (Zones 2 and 3). This 
Contractor uses specialized equipment and removed 1,470 tons of traction sand. CDOT also presented 
options that they are evaluating to access the Basin of Last Report in order to clean it out more 
frequently. CDOT is funding the design of the access road but has not identified construction funds. A 
possible option is to apply for a federal Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) grant; this grant would 
require a 20% local match. Current construction costs are estimated to be approximately $800K. 
 
On March 15, 2016, the Eagle Mine Limited Board voted to dissolve as an EPA Technical Assistant Grant 
(TAG) recipient, to retain their 501(c)(3) charitable organization status and to become a committee under 
the Eagle River Watershed Council. A District representative did not participate in the vote; however, Siri 
Roman has requested to be on the newly formed committee. 
 

WATER  

 
Water has been busy planning and moving 2016 projects forward, including Metcalf Ditch Pipeline work, 
ADWF disinfection improvements, EDWF Clearwell hatch installation and Clearwell cleaning, EDWF 
membrane replacements, and analyzer upgrades.  
 
We’ve helped Diane with public outreach relating to industry lead issues and continue to work with 
CDPHE to determine any needed changes to Lead & Copper sampling in 2016. Overall the District and 
Authority are in good shape in regards to Lead & Copper values.  We’re required to sample 30 homes 
built between 1980 and 1986 in the Authority service area, and if anyone has an interest in volunteering 
their qualified residence as a sampling location, please reach out to Brian Tracy. 
 
 
 

WASTEWATER & LABORATORY 
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The Water Quality Control Commission has recently initiated a rulemaking process for proposed changes 

to the Basin Standards and Methodologies for Surface Water (Regulation 31). This regulation covers the 

rules for water quality standards that will be applied to the Eagle River Basin and how the standards will 

be implemented in discharge permits. We have reviewed the proposed changes and identified several 

issues of concern to Eagle River Basin water users including the ERWSD, UERWA and Eagle Park 

Reservoir Company (EPRC). The issues of interest include changes to temperature standards, and 

standards for iron, manganese, and sulfate and their implementation in permits. We are working with 

Steve Bushong to fully evaluate the implications of these proposals and determine what, if any, 

comments are appropriate. Full participation in the rulemaking process requires interested stakeholder to 

request "Party Status," we have requested party status on behalf of the ERWSD, UERWA and ERPC. 

Party Status requests are due by March 30th. If full participation is not needed, the Party Status request 

can be withdrawn or changed to mailing list status.  

In mid-April, the Avon Wastewater Treatment Facility (AWW) will start treating 100% of the solids from 

Vail and Avon. This will occur for approximately 120 days while the Solids Handling equipment is being 

replaced at the Edwards Wastewater Treatment Facility (EWW). Wastewater and CIP staff are working to 

ensure that the existing AWW solids handling equipment, which is nearing its lifespan, is functioning 

properly and that redundancy is in place during this time. Once the EWW Solids Handling project is 

complete, AWW will send all solids to EWW and will suspend treatment. AWW will decommission solids 

handling and remove the associated equipment once the EWW construction warranty is complete. 

Leah Cribari, the Laboratory Supervisor, has compiled and submitted the annual Regulation 85 
monitoring data to CDPHE for each wastewater treatment plant. The data includes effluent and in-stream 
nutrient concentrations and flows. 
 
The EWWTF has been in compliance with the daily maximum ammonia limit since the exceedance that 
occurred on February 22, 2016. The EWW staff has made several operational adjustments; however, 
nitrification has not been fully restored to the pre-upset condition. We continue to work with or 
Consultants and monitor operations closely. 
 

  ENGINEERING 

 
DISTRICT PROJECTS 

 
Edwards Wastewater Treatment Facility (EWWTF) Improvements Project     Jeff Schneider 
 
The EWWTF Improvements Project continues to progress, with the contractor adding additional 
personnel and multiple subcontractors on site. The primary focus of the project is mechanical and 
electrical installation in the new process tanks and galleries. The contractor is installing pumps and 
process piping, and much of the process piping work requires some modifications to the shop-fabricated 
piping. The electrical subcontractor is installing conduit and wires to power and control new equipment 
and instrumentation.  
 
Also in the last month, yard piping conveying sludge and non-potable water between the buildings was 
completed. This was slow, difficult work due to the presence of numerous other buried utilities on the site 
and was completed on March 4. In addition to the main solids handling equipment installation, the 
contractor has been installing rebar and concrete for new odor control biofilters at the headworks and 
dewatering locations, and concrete pours for the loading dock on the east side and minor equipment pads 
occurred in the last month and are scheduled in the next few weeks. The aluminum cover for the new 
Gravity Thickener tank was completed on March 10, and various aluminum handrails on new walkways 
on site were installed March 11 and 12.  
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Other subcontracted work related to architectural systems is ongoing, such as the installation of metal 
siding, plumbing (roof drains), HVAC, windows, and doors. Interior painting is scheduled to resume on 
March 21. The contractor is working overtime and on Saturdays so that system testing can begin in April. 
The project is approximately 80% complete and is progressing within the revised schedule and within 
budget.  

 
AUTHORITY PROJECTS 

 
Mountain Star Tank                          Jason Cowles    
 
The Mountain Star Association (MSA) Board of Directors is recommending their participation in the 
funding of the project, and has submitted the issue to the homeowners for a vote. The vote is expected to 
be completed by March 24

th
. The Mountain Star Tank Annexation and 1041 Permit Application has been 

sent out for referral by the Town of Avon. The Annexation, 1041 and Zoning Change for the tank will be 
reviewed by the Avon Town Council over the next three weeks, and are anticipated to be completed by 
April 12

th
. CDPHE has also reviewed the plans and issued design approval for construction of the tank. 

Meanwhile, Staff and legal counsel have been working to finalize a funding agreement between the 
Authority, the Town of Avon and the Mountain Star MSA. The funding agreement will be submitted to the 
Authority Board for consideration prior to the March meeting. Construction is still on track for April pending 
the outcome of the HOA vote.   
 

PENDING MATTERS 

JOINT  

Radio Telemetry Unit (RTU) System Upgrade - The Water and Field Operations departments have 

approved the Vail System control narratives. The Operations Technology group is programing the human 

machine interface and the programmable logic controls off these approvals. There has been a delay in 

design due to the routers selected. The router currently does not support the networking protocol we 

select for use at all 82 sites. The Operation Technology staff is working with the router manufacturer to 

update the firmware to resolve this issue.    

DISTRICT 

Operations Facility  

   
AUTHORITY 

Berry Creek Well #2 Relocation  
Mountain Star Booster Pump Stations (BPS) 
Lake Creek Wells  
  

PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS 

Edwards Transmission Line – Staff is currently reviewing Edwards Spur Road alignment alternatives with 
CDOT to determine potential transmission line locations. 
 
Gore Valley Trail – ERWSD staff met with TOV representatives and the design consultant on March 14 to 
review wall design alternatives and discuss the project’s next steps. The project will likely consist of a 
tiered, engineered boulder retaining wall supporting the bike path (and main ERWSD sewer trunk line 
beneath the path), terracing on the south bank to help with velocities and allow for vegetation installation, 
and in-channel work to dissipate energy and improve aquatic habitat. The project involves accessing the 
land and performing the work in private property, so the town is preparing to approach the property 
owner. Additional coordination is required with Department of Wildlife, Eagle County, and the US Army 
Corps of Engineers. Construction is scheduled for early fall, contingent on permitting and approvals. 
Construction costs are estimated to be over $750,000, and the District’s contribution will be negotiated 
once scope and construction costs are determined. 
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Bridge Road Sewer Relocation – The Town of Vail has selected JVA Consulting Engineers to design the 
sewer main and an intergovernmental agreement between the District and Town of Vail was approved at 
the town’s March 15 Council meeting.  This agreement will be presented to the District board this month 
for approval. 
 



 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Siri Roman, Linn Brooks, and Brian Tracy, Eagle River Water & Sanitation District 

From: Caroline Byus, Leonard Rice Engineers, Inc. 

Copy to: Steve Bushong, Porzak Browning & Bushong LLC 
Bob Weaver, Leonard Rice Engineers, Inc. 

Date: March 15, 2016 

Subject: Regulation No. 31 (Basic Standards) Rulemaking Hearing Key Issues Summary  

 

Regulation No. 31, the Basic Standards and Methodologies for Surface Waters, sets forth water quality 

standards as prescribed by the Colorado Water Quality Control Act.  The regulation includes an 

antidegradation rule and implementation process, and a system for classifying state surface waters, 

assigning standards, granting temporary modifications, and continued review of the classifications 

and standards. Water quality standards, temporary modifications of numeric standards, and 

classifications are reviewed at least once every three (3) years and revised where appropriate.  At 

the June 2016 Basic Standards Rulemaking Hearing, the Commission will consider adoption of 

revisions to the Basic Standards and Methodologies for Surface Water (5 CCR 1002-31).  The table 

below shows the schedule of important rulemaking hearing (RMH) dates. 

  

Schedule of Important Dates for Regulation No. 31 Rulemaking Hearing 

Action Date 

Proponents’ prehearing statements due March 9, 2016        

Party status requests due March 30, 2016      

Responsive prehearing statements due April 20, 2016        

Rebuttal statements due May 23, 2016          

Last date for submittal of motions May 25, 2016          

Notify commission office if participating in prehearing 
conference by phone May 27, 2016          

Prehearing conference (mandatory for parties) May 31, 2016          

Non-party written comment June 1, 2016 

Rulemaking hearing June 13, 2016         
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On behalf of the District, Leonard Rice Engineers has been attending the Basic Standards Work 

Group meetings to track and provide input regarding issues of high importance to the Eagle River 

Water & Sanitation District (District). These issues have been identified based on District water 

quality, regulatory, and permitting interests.  Provided below is a summary of the key issues 

including background information, stakeholder interests, Water Quality Control Division (Division) 

proposals intended to resolve issues, potential impacts of the proposals to the District, and 

recommended responses for District consideration.  This summary will be updated to reflect new 

information as it is made available.  Other Regulation No. 31 issues may be added for consideration 

or positions on key issues may change.  Materials describing details for all Basic Standards Work 

Group issues can be found on the Colorado Water Quality Forum website 

(http://colowqforum.org/workgroup-basic-standards.html).  The Regulation No. 31 Notice can be 

found at the following website address: 

ftp://ft.dphe.state.co.us/wqc/wqcc/2016/31_61RMH_Jun2016/31_61_Notice1606.pdf. 

Issue #1: Point of application for arsenic and nitrate water supply standards 

Why is this an issue? 

In 2010, the Water Quality Control Commission (Commission) adopted changes to Table II, 

footnote 4 in Section 31.16 of the Basic Standards.1  The EPA disapproved this 2010 revision 

because the footnote allows potential for water quality degradation to occur within segments 

below wastewater treatment facility (WWTF) discharges and above drinking water intakes.  

Water quality standards are intended to protect actual and future uses throughout the entire 

segment.   

Division Proposal  

The Division is proposing to apply a sunset date of 12/31/2022 to the nitrate footnote to 

allow affected dischargers time to examine the application of the water supply use, and to 

evaluate whether removal of the use for some waters would be appropriate.   

Discussion 

Impact to municipal dischargers:  Eliminating the footnote to disallow consideration of 

tributary inflow and nitrogen loss in the stream below the discharge results in significantly 

lower total inorganic nitrogen (TIN) effluent limits for some facilities.  Under circumstances 

where a relatively low acute (IE3) low-flow exists, concern has been expressed that the 

                                                             
1 31.16 Table II (Footnote 4):  “The nitrate limit shall be calculated to meet the relevant standard in accordance 
with the provisions of Section 31.10 of this regulation, unless; a. The permittee provides documentation that a 
reasonable level of inquiry demonstrates that there is no actual domestic water supply use of the waters in 
question or of hydrologically connected ground water, or b. The combined total of nitrate plus nitrite at the 
point of intake to the domestic water supply will not exceed 10 mg/l as demonstrated through modeling or 
other scientifically supportable analysis.” 

http://colowqforum.org/workgroup-basic-standards.html
ftp://ft.dphe.state.co.us/wqc/wqcc/2016/31_61RMH_Jun2016/31_61_Notice1606.pdf
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resulting TIN limit will approach 10 mg/l (the acute drinking water-based nitrate standard) 

and require installation of expensive treatment to ensure that the limit is met on a daily basis.   

How could this impact the District?  

It is expected that the District’s facilities will receive a nitrate-based (water supply) TIN 

effluent limit that is less stringent than Regulation 85 TIN limit of 15 mg/L.  Therefore, it’s 

unlikely that removal of the footnote will cause an issue for the District facilities.   

 Response{s} for consideration 

 Support the Division’s proposal or no comment. 

Issue #2: Water Supply Iron, Manganese, Sulfate, Chloride (WS standards and       

antidegradation) 

Why is this an issue? 

Colorado’s water supply (WS) standards for iron, manganese, sulfate, and chloride are based 

on Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) secondary maximum contaminant levels (MCLs).  Both 

the EPA and the Commission have clearly acknowledged that the secondary MCLs are not 

health-based, but rather are set to protect aesthetic qualities of drinking water (i.e. color, 

taste, and odor).  

In 2000, when compliance difficulties with the secondary MCL-based standards were 

reported due to ambient water quality conditions, the Commission adopted the following 

exceptions to the water supply standards: 

31.11 (6) 

“Except where the Commission adopts or has adopted a different standard on a site-

specific basis, the less restrictive of the following two options shall apply as numerical 

standards for all surface waters with a “water supply” classification, if water supply is 

an actual use of the waters in question or of hydrologically connected ground water: 

i. existing quality as of January 1, 2000; or 

ii. the following table value criteria set forth in Tables II and III:  

 

Iron 300 ug/l (dissolved) 

Manganese 50 ug/l (dissolved)  

Sulfate 250 mg/l 

 

Provided, that if the existing quality of these constituents in such surface waters as of 

January 1, 2000, is affected by an unauthorized discharge with respect to which the 

Division has undertaken an enforcement action, the numerical standards shall be the 
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ambient conditions existing prior to the unauthorized discharge or the above table 

value criteria, whichever is less restrictive. 

 

Data generated subsequent to January 1, 2000 shall be presumed to be representative 

of existing quality as of January 1, 2000, if the available information indicates that there 

have been no new or increased sources of these pollutants impacting the segment(s) in 

question subsequent to that date. 

 

For all surface waters with a “water supply” classification that are not in actual use as 

a water supply, the water supply table value criteria for sulfate, iron and manganese set 

forth in Tables II and III may be applied as numerical standards only if the Commission 

determines as the result of a site-specific rulemaking hearing that such standards are 

necessary and appropriate in accordance with section 31.7. 

Despite the Commission’s intention to provide dischargers relief from compliance difficulties, 

facilities today are still experiencing problems meeting antidegradation limits that are more 

restrictive than the secondary MCLs.  For example, Parker Water & Sanitation District is 

required to meet antidegradation limits of 27 ug/L for dissolved manganese, and 72 ug/L for 

dissolved iron.  

Division Proposal 

To address the concerns expressed by stakeholders in the Basic Standards Work Group 

process, the Division proposes removal of the iron, manganese, and sulfate water supply 

standards from antidegradation consideration as follows (underlined text represents 

proposed changes to the regulation):   

31.8 Antidegradation   “…..For these waters, no degradation is allowed unless deemed 
appropriate following an antidegradation review in accordance with section 31.8(3), except as 
specified in (i) and (ii) below. Further, all applicable statutory and regulatory requirements for 
point sources and, if applicable control regulations have been adopted, all cost-effective and 
reasonable best management practices for nonpoint sources shall be met. 

…(i) For dissolved iron, dissolved manganese, and sulfate, concentrations may reach the 

applicable water supply standard without an antidegradation review.  

…(ii) For all other pollutants no degradation is allowed unless deemed appropriate 

following an antidegradation review in accordance with section 31.8(3). 

The Division’s proposal would allow stream concentrations for manganese, iron, and sulfate 

to reach applicable water supply standards.  For dischargers located in stream segments 

where existing water quality is worse than it was in 2000, the proposed revision would 

provide dischargers some relief from the burden of meeting more stringent antidegradation 

limits. For dischargers located in stream segments with improved water quality since 2000 
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(e.g., remediated segments below mines), the revision would allow water quality to degrade 

back to conditions present in 2000. 

How could this impact the District? 

The District has expressed concern that elevated manganese concentrations in source water 

could interfere with disinfection processes at its drinking water facilities (DWFs) and within 

its distribution system.  Preliminary assessments indicate that the primary ozone disinfection 

process at the Avon WWTF has been effective at reducing manganese concentrations; 

however, concern remains that high levels of manganese in source water could compromise 

disinfectant residual in the distribution system.   

Elevated manganese concentrations observed in the Eagle River upstream of the DWF intakes 

are primarily due to seasonal and uncontrolled metals loading from the Eagle Mine Superfund 

site. If spill events are reported in a timely manner, the District may be able to shut down 

water supply intakes in time to avert a process upset, however this is unlikely during summer 

irrigation months due to system demands.  Shutting down intakes is unreliable for controlling 

impacts because spills and releases often go undetected or are not immediately reported.  As 

a matter of course, the District supports regulatory changes to water supply standards that 

are more protective of drinking water supplies. 

If the Division’s proposal is adopted as written, Eagle River dischargers (i.e. Eagle Mine, Avon, 

Edwards, and Eagle WWTFs) would receive water quality-based effluent limits (WQBELs) for 

manganese, iron, and sulfate that are based on January 1, 2000 ambient quality.  In Eagle 

River segments below the Eagle Mine, water quality would be allowed to degrade to 2000 

conditions.  It is the Commission’s intent to protect water quality, not to allow degradation. 

The WS provision does not address segments that have improved water quality since 2000 

and this is likely an oversight.  In fact, a similar situation occurred when the antidegradation 

baseline water quality date of September 30, 2000 was adopted. The 2000 date was based on 

the Commission’s assumption that human development over time would result in increasing 

water quality impacts. The Commission’s initial failure to consider improved water quality 

conditions was subsequently addressed in Statement of Basis and Purpose (SBP) language 

for antidegradation during the 2005 RMH as follows: 

31.44(E)(2)……“There is currently substantial interest in remediation to reduce the 

water quality impacts from past contaminant releases in Colorado, e.g. from past 

mining operations. Where remediation is legally mandated and such efforts are 

successful, the Commission believes that it is appropriate to help assure continuing 

benefits from the completed remediation by using the resulting improved water 

quality as the baseline for future antidegradation reviews. Otherwise, the opportunity 

for any new discharger to fully consume any increased assimilative capacity resulting 

from remediation activities could effectively undermine the benefits of clean-up efforts. 

Note that by referring to “unpermitted” past contaminant releases the Commission 
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intends that the term “remediation” in this provision not apply to improved treatment 

of ongoing, permitted releases, e.g. from a municipal wastewater treatment plant.” 

In summary, the Division’s proposal has brought to light a regulatory inconsistency regarding 

consideration of improved water quality conditions for manganese, iron, and sulfate WS 

standards.  If improved water quality conditions are addressed as SBP language in an 

alternate proposal and adopted by the Commission, the dissolved manganese standard for 

Eagle River segments 5a, 5b, and 5c would be reduced by roughly 50 percent (from 872 ug/L 

to 439 ug/L).  As a result, the manganese WQBEL for the Eagle Mine WWTF would become 

more stringent (from 8,363 ug/L to less than 600 ug/L).   The more stringent effluent limit 

would require the facility to reduce manganese concentrations in its effluent.  

Recommended response(s) 

Submit an alternate proposal to clarify that improved ambient conditions for secondary MCL-

based water supply standards be considered in 31.11 (6) and in Basin Regulations where 

remediated segments exist (in numeric standards tables).  The language should be crafted to 

align with the antidegradation SBP language.  Below is an example of potential language for 

consideration (crossed out and underlined text represent changes): 

Where remediation is legally mandated and such efforts are successful, the 

Commission believes that it is appropriate to help assure continuing benefits from the 

completed remediation by using the resulting improved water quality as the baseline 

for future antidegradation reviews. for determining dissolved manganese, dissolved 

iron, sulfate, and chloride water supply standards . Otherwise, the opportunity for any 

new or existing discharger to fully consume any increased assimilative capacity 

resulting from remediation activities could effectively undermine the benefits of clean-

up efforts. Note that by referring to “unpermitted” past contaminant releases the 

Commission intends that the term “remediation” in this provision not apply to 

improved treatment of ongoing, permitted releases, e.g. from a municipal wastewater 

treatment plant.” 

Other potential stakeholders:   UERWA, Eagle County, Eagle River Watershed Council, and 

the Town of Avon  

Issue #3: Temperature: definition of existing quality (EQ) 

Why is this an issue? 

Changes in the definition of EQ would resolve inconsistencies within the Basic Standards 

regulation and support consistent implementation within the Assessments and Permitting 

units of the Division. 
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Stakeholder Issues/Additional Background  

Several stakeholders, including the District, have questions regarding the Division's existing 

quality proposal.  These include:   

1) Questions about “dataset completeness”:  It's very difficult to have “complete” stream 

temperature datasets year round.  Note: The Division has since remarked that 

summer/winter datasets will be considered complete if peak seasonal temperatures are 

adequately represented;  

2) Questions about scientific basis: The Division states that "Larger, longer lived species 

require more time to reach sexual maturity, a life-history trait associated with long recovery 

period requirements". Stakeholders feel more scientific evidence is needed to support this 

statement in terms of chronic temperature effects; and 

3)  Questions about impacts: The Division’s "recurrence interval rank" methodology for 

calculating EQ could result in more streams getting listed when compared to the current 

method of applying of air temperature and low flow excursions to calculate EQ. This could 

potentially require implementation of more total maximum daily loads or discharger specific 

variances. While this methodology may make assessment of the standards easier for the 

Division, it may also create new difficulties in the regulatory process and could complicate 

the permitting process for point and non-point sources. 

Division Proposal 

The Division is proposing to remove the air temperature, low flow, and shoulder season 

excursions for determining EQ from the regulation and replace them with the recurrence 

interval rank method to define EQ. 

Recurrence Interval Method = average frequency a given event will be equaled or exceeded 

in any given year.  T = 3 years, so the rank of annual high winter and summer daily maximums 

(DMs) and weekly average temperatures (WATs) correspond to:  T (3 years) = EQ; where T 

= (N,number of years + 1)/Rank; and Rank = (N,number of years +1) / T(3years) 

How could this impact the District? 

For the District WWTF receiving streams, the proposed recurrence interval method for 

establishing EQ almost always increases the EQ value - used to calculate daily maximum 

temperature and maximum weekly average temperature (MWAT) effluent limits - when 

compared to the EQ derived using low flow and air temperature excursions.  Higher EQ values 

result in lower (more stringent) permit limits.  Generally, impacts to potential District WWTF 

effluent temperature permit limits based on the proposed EQ approach are not significant 

(based on current data).  However, there are two instances where new compliance problems 
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would be introduced through implementation of the proposed recurrence interval method 

for determining EQ (Edwards WWTF – May MWAT, and Avon WWTF – October DM).   

Recommended response(s) 

It’s likely that other interested stakeholders will oppose the basis for the recurrence interval 

method.  Because impacts to the District WWTFs are relatively minor, there would probably 

not be much to gain from opposing the Division’s proposal.   

If the shoulder season and transition zone proposals (described below) are adopted, any 

issues introduced by the Division’s EQ proposal would likely be negated.  The District may 

want to consider supporting adoption of this proposal if the shoulder season and transition 

zone proposals are also adopted by the Commission.   

Issue #4: Temperature:  shoulder season implementation 

Why is this an issue?  

The current abrupt change from winter to summer standards does not reflect the natural 
seasonal temperature pattern found in streams and presents a challenge for compliance.  
Generally, dischargers agree with this proposal because it offers a flexible implementation 

approach that works. Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW), and other stakeholders, oppose this 

proposal because they question whether it would be biologically protective.    

Division proposal 

The Division proposes to address temperature shoulder season issues by relying on the 

narrative temperature standard (normal pattern, see 31.16 Table 1 footnote 5). The table 

values for temperature will be revised so that each stream tier has numeric criteria for only 

the core winter and summer months. Only the narrative (natural seasonal progression) 

standard would apply during the transitional (shoulder) months and would be implemented 

in discharge permits with numeric limits to ensure the natural seasonal progression is 

maintained. 

How could this impact the District? 

The proposal would result in less stringent WWTF daily maximum temperature permit limits 

and solve any existing or new shoulder season compliance problems. 

Recommended response(s) 

Support of the Division’s proposal is recommended.  
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Issue #5: Temperature Database Update & Cold Water Standards 

Why is this an issue? 

The Division updated the existing fish temperature database with new study information and 

has proposed new warm stream winter season acute standards.  The database was also 

updated with new study information for mountain whitefish and as a result, the Division is 

proposing revisions to the cold stream temperature standards.   

Stakeholder Issues/Additional Background 

The Division (with CPW support) claims that mountain whitefish are expected to occur in all 

Cold Stream Tier I (CS-I) streams in Colorado and proposes moving the fish from Cold Stream 

Tier II (CS-II) to CS-I.  Including mountain whitefish thermal tolerances in the CS-I 

temperature tier would lower the summer MWAT and DM temperature standards. 

Distribution data to support the change has not been provided. However, our preliminary 

review of data collected in the Eagle River watershed and other basins throughout the state 

suggest that mountain whitefish occur most prevalently in CS-II and warmer stream 

segments. 

Division proposal 

Revise the CS-I summer (June - Sept) MWAT standard from 17.0 to 16.9 degrees C; and the 

DM standard from 21.7 to 21.3 degrees C; and 

Revise the CS-II summer (April - Oct) DM standard from 23.9 to 24.3 degrees C.  

How could this impact the District? 

As currently proposed, the change could cause a summer temperature compliance problem 

for the Edwards WWTF.  Based on existing data, the revision would not cause compliance 

problems for the Vail and Avon facilities.  Impacts to the Edwards facility permit limits are a 

concern, but if the shoulder season and transition zone proposals are adopted this concern 

would be mitigated. 

Recommended response(s) 

It’s likely that the District will want to oppose this proposal; however, more information is 

needed to thoroughly assess the impact. 

Issue #6: Temperature:  Transition zones 

Why is this an issue? 

Warm/cold segment boundaries and shoulder season temperature standards issues do not 

recognize the natural annual variation that occurs in Colorado’s transitional stream reaches.   
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There is a need to recognize the natural spatial (elevational) pattern in the current 

temperature standards framework. 

Characteristics of annual temperature patterns are strongly related to elevation, which 

means that it is possible to predict where and when existing temperature standards can be 

attained. The current physiologically-based temperature standards are not attainable 

everywhere they have been applied.  Water temperature in un-impacted streams is governed 

by physical factors (e.g., solar radiation) affecting heat gain and loss, for which elevation is a 

practical surrogate.  Concern about attainability has implications for how we look at both 

shoulder seasons and transition zones.  

Stakeholder Issues/Additional Background  

Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District (Northern) proposed adding the following 

footnote to the tables in 31.16 (v.) Transitional stream segments:  “For the purposes of 

assessment, ambient water temperatures in a cold water stream segment may exceed the 

criteria in Table I or applicable site-specific standard where uncertainty exists regarding the 

transitional boundaries between that segment and an adjacent segment of a different tier or 

with a different aquatic life classification where the ambient temperatures are below the 

criteria in Table 1 or applicable site-specific standard for the adjacent segment.”   CPW and 

the Division did not support this proposal. LRE, on behalf of the District, performed an 

analysis of the relationship between stream temperature and elevation in Eagle River 

Segments 8 and 9a and shared this information with the Temperature Technical Subgroup.  

The work and input provided by Northern and the District helped convince the Division to 

assess the elevation/temperature relationship from a statewide perspective. 

Division proposal 

The Division proposes applying an adjustment to the MWAT standards in transition zones as 

shown in the table below. 

 
 

Temperature Tier 
 

Transition Zone 
MWATelev 

(calculated using site elevation) 
Cold Stream Tier I Below 7516 ft  

MWATelev = -0.002(elevation) + 31.931 Cold Stream Tier II Below 6816 ft 
Warm Stream Tier I Below 3866 ft 
Warm Stream Tier II NA 
Warm Stream Tier III NA 
Cold Lakes Below 9433 ft  

MWATelev = -0.0016(elevation) + 32.31 Cold Large Lakes Below 8632 ft 
Warm Lakes Below 3702 ft 
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How could this impact the District? 

This proposal could benefit the Avon and Edwards WWTFs because these facilities are 

located in the transition zone between CS-I and CS-II temperature tiers.  For this RMH, only 

revisions to MWAT temperatures will be considered. Daily maximum temperatures could be 

considered in a future Regulation No. 31 RMH, or as site-specific standards in Basin Standards 

RMHs. 

Recommended response(s) 

It’s recommended that the District support the Division’s proposal. 

Issue #7: Section 31.14:  Implementation in Discharge permits (#13) 

Why is this an issue? 

Section 31.14(13) addresses implementation of the iron, manganese, and sulfate water 

supply standards in permits as follows  

"For purposes of implementation of water supply-based numerical standards for iron, 

manganese and sulfate into discharge permits, the Division shall develop effluent 

limitations that do not penalize the discharger for the concentrations of these 

constituents present in the water entering the wastewater treatment plant or other 

discharging facility, where the source of the constituents is ambient surface or ground 

water tributary to the receiving waters that is no worse than existing quality as of 

January 1, 2000." 

The Division’s Permits Unit argues that what is described in section 31.14(13) is covered by 

intake credits provisions set forth in Regulation No. 61.  

Division proposal 

The Division proposes deletion of section 31.14 (13) with inclusion of the following SBP 

language: 

“31.14(13): This section was added in 2000. The Division is not aware of any current 

permits that have implemented this provision. Colorado’s intake credit provisions are 

found at section 61.8(2)(d) of Regulation #61. It is not clear how this provision is 

intended to be used, and thus it was deleted.” 

  How could this impact the District? 

This provision could be important to the District.  It was brought to the Division‘s attention 

during the 2010 Avon and Edwards WWTF permit renewal that the influence of Eagle Mine 

Superfund site and the Eagle Mine Wastewater Treatment Facility should be considered in 

the water quality assessment (WQA) for permitting.  Ambient metals concentrations are 
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significantly influenced by discharges from the Eagle Mine Superfund site and the Eagle Mine 

WWTF, both located upstream of the Avon and Edwards WWTFs in stream segments 5a, 5b, 

5c and 7b. Iron concentrations in these segments exceed the established stream standards 

during certain times of the year and concentrations of manganese are elevated throughout 

the year.  It is not appropriate to impose more stringent effluent permit limits for these 

constituents for the Avon and Edwards WWTFs without including a thorough analysis of the 

impacts of the upstream segments. 

Recommended response(s) 

It’s likely that this provision will not be necessary if the Commission approves language to 

incorporate consideration of improved water quality conditions in the WS standards 

provision (discussed above under “Issue #2”).   

 



 
 

 

M E M O R A N D U M  
 

TO: Boards of Directors 

FROM: Diane Johnson, Communications & Public Affairs Manager 

DATE: March 24, 2016 

RE: Communications and Public Affairs Report 
 
Vail Mountain Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL) station 
SNOw TELemetry stations are automated data collection sites located in the Western United States that 
are managed by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), a branch of the US Department of 
Agriculture. Staff monitors the Vail Mountain, Fremont Pass, and Copper Mountain sites at least weekly, 
to assess current conditions and prepare for potential water supply scenarios. 
 
In February 2013, the NRCS updated the 30-year period used to calculate historical averages and 
medians throughout their Snow Survey and Water Supply Forecasting program (to 1981-2010). This 
effectively became a “new normal” and the difference was noticeable when comparing current conditions 
to the historical record. 
 
The SNOTEL site on Vail Mountain has been collecting data since October 1, 1978. The plot is in the 
same location, but conditions around it have changed somewhat due to removal of beetle kill trees. This 
more open site is susceptible to more sun and wind, which can affect snow water equivalent and snow 
depth measurements on the plot. This change in the site conditions occurred a year or two before NRCS 
updated the 30-year period (which generally shifted “normal” in a downward direction) and has caused 
some concern about the validity of the data. 
 
I am in regular contact with NRCS staff about site readings, trends, and issues. Over the years, I have 
requested visits to the site for increased quality control. A visit was made last season, and this year staff 
agreed to “ground truth” the plot (take manual measurements and compare with automated data) on 
March 14. We met with a Vail ski patroller who supervises their weather department and who is a wealth 
of knowledge – especially since Vail installed a snow-measuring plot right next to the SNOTEL plot about 
five years ago. The NRCS staff has some follow up work to do, but initial findings suggest the site may be 
underreporting snow water equivalent. I’ll report on any additional findings at the board meeting. 
 
I coordinated the site visit with Vail Daily reporter John LaConte, who produces a daily video report called 
“On The Hill.” You can view his report at: http://www.vaildaily.com/news/sports/21145035-113/video-
snowing-hard-on-vail-mountain 
 
Legislative 
The Colorado River District is advocating for two bills: SB16-145, concerning River District subdistrict 
formation, and a House Bill addressing last year’s Colorado Supreme Court decision in the St. Jude’s 
case. Fact sheets for the bills are attached to this report. 
 
Bills we are following include HB16-1005 (Residential precipitation collection), HB16-1283 (Water Loss 
Audit Report Performance Standards), one that may be introduced as a way to fund Colorado Water Plan 
projects via a statewide tap fee (see attachment 3) and many others. 

http://www.vaildaily.com/news/sports/21145035-113/video-snowing-hard-on-vail-mountain
http://www.vaildaily.com/news/sports/21145035-113/video-snowing-hard-on-vail-mountain
http://www.leg.state.co.us/clics/clics2016a/csl.nsf/fsbillcont3/CCE85398CADFBFF887257F63006A02FF?Open&file=145_01.pdf
http://statebillinfo.com/bills/bills/16/1005_01.pdf
http://www.leg.state.co.us/clics/clics2016a/csl.nsf/fsbillcont3/9AB8B0B3CA1F0FD387257F24006454C1?Open&file=1283_01.pdf
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We are also tracking Initiative 40 (Right to Local Self-Government), Initiative 63 (Right to a Healthy 
Environment), and several initiatives stemming from Building a Better Colorado (see attachment 4) which 
are going through the title process. 
 
Town of Vail community meeting 
The Vail Town Council held their annual Community Meeting March 8 at Donovan Pavilion. District staff 
hosted a table and provided attendees with information about water and wastewater issues. The new 
format allowed more time for interacting with the many community members who participated. The District 
has been a partner in Vail’s meeting since 2007. 
 
Colorado River Development and Curtailment Risk Study 
The River District continues to lead this effort, with support from the four west slope roundtables and the 
Southwest Water Conservation District. Front Range roundtables and entities are interested in the study. 
See attachment 5 for more information. 
 
 
Attachments: 

1. Colorado River District fact sheet on SB16-145: Subdistrict Formation of Colorado River District 
2. Colorado River District fact sheet on HB16-xxxx: Protecting Rec, Fish, & Aesthetic Water Rights 
3. Feb. 29, Aspen Journalism: Colorado water officials discuss statewide tap fee 
4. Mar. 8, Denver Business Journal: Building a Better Colorado’s final initiatives submitted for 

November ballot 
5. Mar. 14, Aspen Journalism: East slope water officials join west slope water study 



 

 
 

SB 16-145 

SUBDISTRICT FORMATION OF COLORADO RIVER DISTRICT 

POSITION: SUPPORT 

ISSUE: Current law (River District’s 1937 organic act) requires that a petition be signed 

by a majority of property owners in a proposed subdistrict in order to form the 
subdistrict. With vast population growth, out-of-state and foreign ownership, and the 
advent of fractional (time share) ownership, signature gathering from 50% of property 
owners is no longer practical. 

BILL SUMMARY: 
This bill provides an alternative mechanism for creation of 
subdistricts within the Colorado River District. In order to 
assist projects and programs identified in Basin 
Implementation Plans (BIPs) of the three Roundtables 
comprising the River District the creation of subdistricts 
may be desired. Following initial approval by the River 
District board, including unanimity of directors 
representing a proposed subdistrict, and a petition of 10% 
or 200 electors, whichever is less, of the proposed 
subdistrict, a vote shall be held to determine if the 
subdistrict is formed. A majority vote for the proposed 
subdistrict is required to establish the entity.  
(Any new or increased tax to benefit the subdistrict would be 
subject to a separate TABOR-compliant vote.) 

HIGHLIGHTS: 
 Creates a practical process 

for subdistrict creation 
 

 Follows existing statute 
for creating subdistricts 
from the existing Water 
Conservancy District Act 

 

 Provides for local 
control/decision making 

 

 Adheres to TABOR 
requirements 

CONCLUSION: The River District respectfully requests your SUPPORT for SB 145 

establishing an alternative and practical mechanism for creation of subdistricts to assist 

local interests in implementing water projects & programs, including those identified in 

Basin Implementation Plans of the Colorado Water Plan. 

 

 

Chris Treese 
970-379-7634 
ctreese@crwcd.org 
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Chris Treese 
970-379-7634 

ctreese@crwcd.org 
 

HB 16-XXXX 
PROTECTING REC, FISH, & AESTHETIC WATER RIGHTS 

POSITION:  SUPPORT  
ISSUE:  The Colorado Supreme Court in St. Jude's Co. v. Roaring Fork Club held that diversions of 

water for recreational, aesthetic, and piscatorial purposes are not beneficial uses of water under 
Colorado water law. This decision, which dissenting Justices called “unmoored from the constitution” 
and “conceptually untenable,” threatens hundreds of existing decrees in every water division in the 
state and jeopardizes the property rights associated with such appropriations.  

BILL SUMMARY:   

The bill addresses the court's holding in 
St. Jude's by amending the definition of 
beneficial use to specifically include the 
diversion or release from storage for any 
purpose for which an appropriation is 
lawfully made, including recreational, 
piscatorial, and aesthetic purposes. 
 
Justice Coats, writing for the majority, 
stated in his ruling that it is the purview of 
the General Assembly to approve such 
beneficial uses. House Bill 16-xxxx 
responds to that call by both restoring 
certainty to existing court decrees and 
confirming the long-accepted principle that 
the definition of beneficial use must be 
flexible and adaptive to Colorado’s 
evolving economic and community values. 
 

SPECIAL CONCERNS: 
 The St. Jude’s ruling threatens the municipal 

recreational contracts that allow the State Engineer to 
shepherd releases from Green Mtn. and Ruedi 
Reservoirs to the Colorado River endangered fish 
recovery program. Without the Recovery Program 
every user of the Colorado River (statewide) is 
exposed to the full, adverse impact of the ESA. 

 If existing and future water rights for recreation, fish, 
and aesthetic diversions are judicially nullified, Public 
Trust proponents will claim the Prior Appropriation 
doctrine lacks flexibility and is no longer a reasonable 
water allocation mechanism for Colorado.   

 These water rights are not instream flows or RICDs. 
HB XXXX exclusively addresses diversions of water 
for beneficial use. Accordingly, such diversions are 
subject to the same efficiency standard as any other 
water right, “reasonable and appropriate under 
reasonably efficient practices to accomplish without 
waste the purpose for which the appropriation is 
lawfully made.” § 37-92-103(4)  

CONCLUSION:  The River District respectfully encourages SUPPORT for HB XXXX.  

mailto:ctreese@crwcd.org
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Aspen Journalism  (http://aspenjournalism.org/2016/02/29/colorado-water-officials-discuss-statewide-tap-fee/)

BROOMFIELD – State water officials at the Colorado Water Conservation Board are
looking for $100 million a year from a new and reliable source of public funding to help
build water projects and programs in Colorado over the next 30 years.

“A dedicated statewide funding source of some kind, outside of existing funding, is
probably going to be needed in order to make some of this reality,” Tim Feehan, a deputy
director at the CWCB, told the members of the Interbasin Compact Committee on Feb. 23.

One such source of funding could be a statewide water tap fee.

James Eklund, the director of the CWCB, described to the committee members the
conversations he’s had recently with state Rep. Don Coram, a Republican who represents
District 58 in the southwestern part of Colorado, about a potential statewide tap fee.

Eklund said conceptually the tap fee could be set at, say, 25 cents for every thousand
gallons of water used in a household or business.

“It wouldn’t take very much to yield several tens of millions of dollars pretty quickly,”
Eklund said.

He added that because Rep. Coram, a fiscal conservative from a rural part of the state,
was even willing to discuss the idea of a tap fee gave it credence.

“It’s probably more ripe than I probably would have given it credit for,” Eklund said,
before inviting the assembled IBCC members to have a "candid conversation" about the
concept.

The 27-member Interbasin Compact Committee includes 18 representatives from regional
river-basin roundtables, two legislative appointees, and seven governor’s appointees. It
functions as a statewide advisory board on water issues.

Colorado water officials discuss
statewide tap fee
By Brent Gardner-Smith

February 29, 2016WATER & RIVERS

http://aspenjournalism.org/author/bgs/
http://aspenjournalism.org/category/water/
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(See the slides from Eklund's and Feehan's presentation
(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2724307-IBCC-Meeting-Funding-2-23-2016-

1.html#document/p1/a281361) ).

Jay Winner, the director of the Lower Arkansas Water Conservancy District and an IBCC
member, was candid.

Winner said he once talked to Mark Waage, manager of water resources planning at
Denver Water, about such a statewide tap fee concept. He said that Waage told him, “Jay,
you are not going to tell my customers what they will be paying for water, thank you.”

Waage, who sits on the IBCC, then asked state officials where the money from a
statewide tap fee would go.

“I’m just trying to understand,” Waage said, “if I am charging my customers a state tap
fee, how much of that money is going to go to their water system and how much of that
is going to go to somebody else’s water system, or a different water project altogether?”

Feehan of the CWCB responded by saying, “That’s a very good question. Some of it
would. And some of it might not.”

Statewide funding sensitive

An effort by the CWCB to secure statewide funding for water projects and programs
failed at the polls 13 years ago.

Referendum A, or the Colorado Water Projects Bond, was put on the November 2003
ballot by the state legislature after the drought of 2002. It would have allowed the CWCB
to borrow $2 billion for private and project water projects, including environmental and
recreational projects, at a borrowing cost of $4 billion.

The arguments against the proposal included that it was too much debt, it did not
include specific projects, and that a new public source of funds for water projects was
not necessary. Colorado voters rejected the proposal, with 67 percent voting no. The
question failed to pass in a single Colorado county.

But the CWCB still sees a need for a statewide source of reliable funding for water
projects.

The CWCB released its Colorado Water Plan in November 2015 and the plan cites a need
for $20 billion worth of water projects and programs, including river restoration, to meet
an estimated gap between supply and demand of 560,000 acre-feet of water by 2050.

Of the $20 billion needed, state officials believe local and regional water providers, such
as Denver Water or Northern Water, will raise and spend about $14 billion on water
projects.

And they say the CWCB’s existing source of about $100 million in revenue annually will
provide $3 billion for projects and programs over the next 30 years.

That brings funding for projects to $17 billion.

But a new source of funds, at another $100 million a year, would produce another $3
billion, raising the statewide spending on water projects and programs to $20 billion,
according to CWCB officials.

Feehan told the members of the IBCC that the revenue the state receives now for water
projects comes mainly from severance taxes tied to oil and gas drilling, and those taxes
are highly variable year-to-year and hard to predict.

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2724307-IBCC-Meeting-Funding-2-23-2016-1.html#document/p1/a281361
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For example, in fiscal year 2009, the state received $319 million in severance tax
revenue. The next year, it got $36 million.

The severance tax revenue is first split between the state’s Dept. of Local Affairs and the
Dept. of Natural Resources, or DNR. Then the CWCB gets half of the tax revenue given to
DNR in order to provide loans and grants for water projects.

In fiscal years 2014 and 2015, the state received $259 million and $271 million in
severance tax revenues. But 2016 revenues from severance taxes are forecast to be only
$62 million.

“So that’s some extreme volatility that you’ve got to deal with when you are trying to
actually plan and wrap money around the projects and programs that CWCB does,”
Feehan said.

Feedback mixed

At the meeting last week in Broomfield, the IBCC members were asked to break into
small groups and discuss the concept of a statewide source of funding, including a tap
fee.

Also meeting with them were members of a funding committee put together by the
CWCB. Serving on that committee, which met about seven times last year, are
representatives from a number of water districts in the state, including Ute Water,
Southeastern Water, Northern Water and South Metro Water.

After the small group discussions, Mike Brod, executive director of the Colorado Water
Resources and Power Development Authority, and a member of the funding committee,
reported back to the IBCC. He said the discussion at his table included the observation
that a statewide funding question might be more successful if it funded areas of state
government other than just water.

And specifically in regard to the idea of a statewide tap fee, Brod said, “I don’t know that
we had a lot of support for that particular item.”

Sean Cronin, the director of the St. Vrain and Left Hand Water Conservancy District, then
shared a funding idea he’s had with the IBCC.

Cronin, who is also the former chair of the South Platte basin roundtable, lives in
Loveland and said he voluntarily pays a $7 monthly fee to the city utility’s
“GreenSwitch” program because it “feels good” to purchase renewable energy.

He said perhaps water utility customers in Colorado would volunteer to pay an
additional fee as part of a “blue tap” program tied to water projects and programs.

“We could generate real millions of dollars on a purely voluntary basis if 20 percent of
ratepayers paid into it at a buck a month,” Cronin said.

Cronin said the discussion at his table then went into exactly what the money would be
used for, which would need to be worked out.

“But if it was voluntary, it gets away from some of the fears and concerns around
mandatory statewide tap fees,” he said.

Jeris Danielson, an IBCC member from the Arkansas basin roundtable, said his group
also discussed the idea of selling naming rights to reservoirs.

“We could have Fat Tire Reservoir up in Fort Collins, or New Belgium Lake,” he said.
“Maybe that would generate some revenue.”
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Eric Hecox, the executive director of the South Metro Water Supply Authority, reported
back that his discussion group didn’t talk about specific fundraising mechanisms, but
focused on the bigger picture.

“If we are going to look for additional funding sources, we need to be able to tell the
story of why that is needed above and beyond our current funding,” he said.

And a concern raised in Hecox’s group was about the new money being spent on the
buying and drying of ag lands, where water is moved off of farms to urban uses.

“The biggest concern was that it can’t just be used to fund additional buy-and-dry-type
projects,” he said.

T. Wright Dickinson, a rancher whose family owns the Vermillion Ranch in Brown’s Park
along the Green River, had earlier in the meeting warned his fellow IBCC members that a
statewide funding source might not be popular if it wasn’t structured correctly.

“We have to maintain a balance of power in this funding deal between municipalities,
environment and agriculture,” Dickinson said. “And if either one of these gets ahead of
it, it’s just one buzzard feeding on the other one’s carcass. And I’m not going to be part
of that. If we’re not very careful in that balance of power, you’re just buying ag water to
solve the problem.”

Dickinson added, “I understand and respect the administration’s desire to move its
agenda along as expeditiously as it can. But I well remember Referendum A and how
easy any one of these things are killed by the rumor mill. And if I have to, I’ll start part of
the rumor.” 

Repayment guarantee fund

The CWCB is exploring other ways to help facilitate water projects and river programs in
Colorado than just a statewide tap fee.

One area that Feehan said the state is working on is a guaranteed repayment fund that
the state could use to help big regional water projects secure better interest rates.

Feehan said the idea is that for some regional projects, some of the participants, such as
small water districts, don’t have top-notch credit ratings and bond rating companies will
use the lowest credit rating of any participant to rate a whole bond offering.

But a state guaranteed repayment fund could bring up the collective bond rating given to
a big project, saving significant financing costs.

The state would put up about ten percent of any project to offset the “weakest link” in a
deal with a number of entities, Feehan said.

Don Carlson, the assistant general manager, operations division, at Northern Water, told
the IBCC that a guaranteed repayment fund could make a big difference on two regional
water storage projects working there way through state and federal approval process.

Carlson, who sits on the CWCB’s funding committee, said there were 13 different
participants in the Windy Gap project, and 15 participating entities in the Northern
Integrated Supply Project, or NISP. The entities ranged from small water district to larger
cities, such as Loveland and Greeley.

“When we sign a construction contract for Windy Gap Firming, a $350 million project for
construction, we have to have all that money in the bank at that time,” Carlson said,
making it like “herding cats” to secure the financing for all the entities involved.
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“They all have different sources of money,” he said. “The best thing would be if we could
pool all them together in a single bond issue.”

Carlson said the NISP project would cost about $600 million.

“So in round numbers, there’s a billion dollars out there that has to be raised for those
two projects alone,” he said.

The credit ratings for the participants in the Windy Gap project vary from BBB to AA,
Carlson said, and the lower BBB rating would cost $1 million more than an AA rating on
the Windy Gap project.

“That’s real money that can saved,” he said. “I think this guarantee repayment fund
would be a tremendous benefit. At least in our case, in northern Colorado for these two
projects, I think it would be very beneficial for them.”

Feehan told the IBCC the repayment fund was a high priority for the CWCB.

“That’s something that we’re definitely going to move forward on, specifically for some
of these projects and future projects that may come online,” he said.

Green bonds and foundations

Another idea supported by the funding committee set by the CWCB is the idea of “green
bonds,” or “mission-driven money” that is loaned at lower interest rates if it is tied to,
say, environmental restoration.

Carlson told the IBCC how such funding could be put to use.

“When we go through these permitting processes, of course there’s lots of mitigation
that needs to be taken of,” he said. “And the participants are more than willing to pay for
that. That’s just part of the deal.

“However, once we get through all the federal and state mitigation requirements, we also
have to satisfy some local agreements and concerns, just to get local acceptance. So we
end up providing some environmental enhancements for these projects.

“A good example would be up at Fort Collins. The Poudre River is very important to the
city up there. Our studies show that NISP really isn’t going to cause much of a problem,
but we still need to get their buy-in, their approval, and their acceptance of the projects.

“So we are going to have to spend a lot of money to enhance the river in many different
ways. So the green bonds would be a help to those participants.

“Like I said, they don’t mind paying for the project and to mitigate their impacts, but for
these enhancements that benefit the whole community, or even statewide, they would
like that to be paid for by the people.”

Feehan said the state is looking at developing about $10 million in green bonds.

Meanwhile, Eklund said he recently met with a number of foundations to discuss ways
they could more involved with funding water projects in the state. He said today only
three percent of all national philanthropic resources are devoted to funding natural
resource projects.

“We’re far outstripped, outpaced, as an issue area to fund by philanthropic giving or
foundational giving by education and health care and things like that,” Eklund said.
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While not naming any names, he said the leaders of foundations he met with were open
to the idea of funding water projects in Colorado, at least after an initial educational
meeting.

“Hopefully down the road here, you will start to see more investment in Colorado water
in a variety of different areas,” he said. “The hope is we can capitalize on our status as a
headwaters state and our ability to be innovative. And hopefully they will grab hold of
that in the foundation community and support it a little bit more than the relatively
paltry amount that is devoted to natural resources spending from their camp.”

Below is audio from the meeting, recorded by Aspen Journalism, which includes Feehan
introducting Eklund on the topic of potential foundation support for water projects in
Colorado. The clip includes the entirety of the public discussion at the IBCC meeting
regarding foundations.

Expanding CWCB authority

Another effort underway is to change state law to allow the CWCB to loan money for
projects that include a water treatment component. Today, the agency is restricted to
loaning or granting money to raw water projects.

And increasingly, projects like the WISE project on the Front Range include a mix of
treated and raw water components.

Hecox, of the South Metro Water Authority, said restrictions on the CWCB’s financing
capability added another layer of complexity to the WISE project, which was centered on
expanding an existing pipeline used for treated water and using it to also supply raw
water to cooperating water districts and cities.

Eric Kuhn, the general manager of the Colorado River District, said the restrictions on
the CWCB to only work on raw water supplies stems from fear in the 1980s by rural state
legislators that water treatment projects would take up all of the CWCB’s time and
money.

But he said, things have changed, noting “It’s really not that simple anymore, especially
with re-use and things like the WISE project.”

Kuhn also said the West Slope supports re-use projects on the Front Range, as such
projects allow the Front Range water providers to wring more use out of water diverted
under the Continental Divide.

Editor’s note: Aspen Journalism is collaborating with the Aspen Daily News and Coyote
Gulch on coverage of rivers and water in Colorado. The Daily News published
(http://www.aspendailynews.com/section/home/170211) a version of this story on Monday, Feb. 29,
2016.
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Dan Ritchie, one of the leaders of the Building a
Better Colorado initiative, explains the effort to a
crowd at a Nov. 16 meeting in Denver.

From the Denver Business Journal: 
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Building a Better Colorado's final initiatives
submitted for November ballot
Mar 8, 2016, 4:01pm MST Updated: Mar 9, 2016, 9:17am MST

Advocates filed the final of five ballot
proposals stemming from the series of
Building a Better Colorado meetings Tuesday,
asking voters to allow the state government to
keep Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights refunds and put
the money toward education, transportation
and health services — either for a limited time
or in perpetuity.

Those proposals — three were filed, although
only one is likely to end up on the November
statewide ballot — join with efforts submitted
last month to the Legislative Council that would re-start the state’s presidential
primary in 2020, open primary voting to unaffiliated voters, make it harder to
amend the state constitution and require groups submitting constitutional
amendments to get petition signatures from all 35 state Senate districts.

Though the efforts will be run by three different organizations, all sprang from a
yearlong process organized by former University of Denver Chancellor Dan
Ritchie and other business leaders in which they conducted meetings statewide
to learn how residents would be willing to change the Constitution to remove
what they consider roadblocks to advancing the state.
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“Building a Better Colorado is organized in such a way that it can become an
umbrella group,” said former Republican state Sen. Greg Brophy, who is leading
the constitutional-reform along with former Democratic state Sen. Dan Gibbs
after being involved in the statewide meetings. “It’s entirely possible that there
will be some crossover on pitches for funding, but no coordination on the
campaigns.”

The three efforts moving ahead are:

Proposals from Ritchie and former Colorado State University President Al Yates
to allow the state to keep any revenue that comes in over the TABOR cap and to
put it to areas that include preschool through 12th-grade education, vocational
education, higher education, highways, bridges, mass transit, mental-health
services and senior-health services. Two of the three proposals would allow this
only through 2026, while a third would allow it permanently.
“It’s no secret that Colorado is not investing enough in our schools, colleges,
roads, mental health care or senior services,” Ritchie said.

Brophy and Gibbs submitted two ballot questions that are aimed at making it
harder to amend the state’s constitution, as voters have done about 150 times.
One would require 55 percent of voters to approve any such amendment, rather
than the simple majority now required. And the other would mandate that
petitioners get signatures from at least 2 percent of the population in each of the
state’s Senate districts — about 2,000 people per district.
“I’ve always supported this notion,” said Gibbs, who is now a Summit County
commissioner. “I’m a guy who sees and always realizes the vulnerability of the
people who live in rural Colorado in this ballot-initiative process. And I’m a
constiutionalist.”

Let Colorado Vote — a group headed by Denver Metro Chamber of Commerce
President/CEO Kelly Brough and former chamber CEO Joe Blake — filed
measures that would replace the state’s presidential caucuses with a primary and
would allow unaffiliated voters to cast ballots in either one of the major parties’
primaries every two years. The idea behind both is to get more moderate
individuals involved in a process of selecting candidates that Brough has said
has become too partisan and led to stalemates rather than compromise in
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Congress and the Legislature, especially on business-related bills.
“It’s not fair to require voters who want to be independent to join a political party
just to have their voices heard,” Blake added. “Turnout in primary elections in
Colorado is declining to the point where only 1 in 5 voters participated in 2014.
Colorado can and should do better.”

Each of the efforts will need approval from a title-setting board, and then will
need to gather about 98,500 valid signatures, to appear on the November ballot.

Ed Sealover
Reporter
Denver Business Journal



Aspen Journalism  (http://aspenjournalism.org/2016/03/14/east-slope-water-officials-join-west-slope-water-study/)

BRENT GARDNER-SMITH/ASPEN JOURNALISM

How much water reaches the Westwater stretch of the Colorado River, and then Lake Powell, is
taking on increasing importance to Colorado water officials. A new study is underway to look
at much more water is available to develop on the Western Slope, and it's caught the attention
of east slope water officials.

PUEBLO - A big question in Colorado is how much water is left to divert and use from
the Colorado River before levels drop too low in Lake Powell to make hydropower and
deliver water downstream. The answer to that question is of interest not only to water-
planning roundtables on the west slope, but on the east slope as well.

Last week, three east slope roundtables, the South Platte, Metro and Arkansas, chose
members to sit on a technical advisory committee that is preparing a study
(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2757441-14-C.html#document/p1/a283203) on how much
water is left to develop on the Western Slope while still keeping the Glen Canyon Dam
functioning as it does today.

The roundtable members from the east slope are all senior officials at major water
providers including Denver Water, Aurora Water, Colorado Springs Utilities and Pueblo
Board of Water Works.

The level of officials eager to join in on what started as a west slope study of the issue is
an indication of how important is the question, and the potential answers.

The west slope water study, known as the “risk study,” was originally conceived in
December 2014 at a meeting of the four west slope roundtables, which include the
Colorado, Yampa, Gunnison, and Dolores, San Miguel and San Juan (or Southwest)

East slope water officials join west
slope water study
By Brent Gardner-Smith
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roundtables.

The west slope roundtables, especially the Yampa and the Gunnison, found they were
not in agreement about future water development on the Western Slope, but they did
agree on the need for more information.

“They needed to have a better understanding of what’s going on, on the river,” said
Eric Kuhn, the general manager of the Colorado River District, during a Feb. 23 meeting
of the Interbasin Compact Committee in Broomfield.

The IBCC includes representatives from each of the state’s nine basin roundtables and
serves as a statewide water policy advisory board.

Upon recently learning of the west slope study, the three east slope roundtables asked
to be included, which the west slope then agreed to.

“We always intended that this would be open and transparent, and open to the east
slope roundtables,” Kuhn told the IBCC members, explaining that the original plan was
to invite the three non-voting out-of-basin members serving on the Colorado and
Gunnison roundtables to participate in the study.

But those out-of-basin seats, originally set up in 2005, have fallen out of use on the
roundtables, so it was agreed to ask the east slope roundtables to choose their own
committee members.

And the South Platte, Metro and Arkansas roundtables each met last week and did just
that.

Brent Gardner-Smith/Aspen Journalism

The Colorado River in Cataract Canyon, just above Lake Powell, where water officials are keeping a close
eye on water levels.

Committee members

The South Platte roundtable assigned three people: Kevin Lusk, a senior engineer from
Colorado Springs Utilities and the president of the Twin Lakes Reservoir and Canal Co.;
Jim Yahn, the manager of the North Sterling Irrigation District and a South Platte



representative on the IBCC; and Jerry Gibbens, a project manager and water resource
engineer at Northern Water.

The Arkansas roundtable also selected three members: James Broderick, executive
director of Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy District; Brett Gracely, manager
of Colorado Springs Utilities; and Terry Book, executive director of Pueblo Board of
Water Works.

And the Metro roundtable assigned four members: Mark Waage, manager of water
resources planning at Denver Water, who is also an IBBC member; Joe Stribrich,
planning director at Aurora Water and an IBCC member; Eric Hecox, executive director
of the South Metro Water Supply Authority and Kerry Sundeen, a principal engineer
and consultant at Wilson Water.

At the IBCC meeting on Feb. 23, Waage thanked the west slope roundtables for allowing
east slope participation in the study.

“I think there just was a period of ‘what are they doing, what’s going on,” Waage said.
“And the fact that you guys are open to including us is really helpful.

“We would really like to deal with this issue on a statewide basin if we can and in
concert with the four other upper basin states,” Waage added. “The east slope feels
pretty strongly that that’s our best position. And we ought to always seek that
approach rather than a east versus west kind of thing.”

The Colorado River District is managing the study and is seeking state funding on
behalf of the participants to help pay for it.

The four west slope roundtables each have approved $8,000 in state funding from their
basin accounts, totaling $32,000.

The River District and the Southwest Water Conservancy District have each agreed to
put in $10,000, for a total study cost of $52,000.

The Colorado Water Conservation Board is expected to approve the $32,000 in state
funding at its next regular meeting on March 16 in La Junta.

A flow map of Colorado's river helps illustrate why so much attention is paid to the Colorado River.



Tied to framework

The main question (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2757441-14-

C.html#document/p12/a283204) the study will seek to answer is, “What is the likelihood of
the elevation of Lake Powell going below 3,525 feet under selected water supply and
water demand scenarios?”

The cited level of 3,525 feet in elevation is just above the “minimum power pool” level
in Lake Powell of 3,490 feet.

If water levels fall below that, then the upper basin states will have trouble delivering
enough water to lower basin states to meet their collective obligation under the
Colorado River compact.

And a “curtailment” call could then come up the river and some of the biggest water
providers on the east slope could be forced to stop diverting west slope water.

“We need to keep in mind that 20 to 25 percent of our consumptive use of Colorado
River water is on the east slope,” Waage said. “The majority of those post-compact
rights that would be curtailed are on the east slope.”

And that’s why the study is called the “risk study,” as in what’s the risk of triggering a
compact call by taking more water out of the Colorado River?

Kuhn said the study is tied to point number four in the conceptual framework, which
was developed last year by the IBCC to guide negotiations over a potential new
transmountain diversion project.

Point four, as cited in the Colorado Water Plan, says that “a collaborative program that
protects against involuntary curtailment is needed for existing uses and some
reasonable increment of future development in the Colorado River System, but it will
not cover a new TMD.”

In other words, before the state’s water sector builds a new transmountain diversion, it
should figure out how it’s going to keep enough water in Lake Powell.

“Those are lots of variables here, so this isn’t a simple effort,” Kuhn told the IBCC about
the risk study. “There’s hydrology, demand levels, what’s happening in other states. So
you’ve got four or five different variables and there are lots of permutations of different
outcomes.”

Kuhn said the study would build on information gathered as part of several other
ongoing exploratory efforts.

One effort is a water banking investigation, now 10 years in the making, that is looking
at ways ranchers and water providers could use less water in a drought.

An offshoot of that effort is an ongoing two-year “system conservation” pilot program
to pay Western Slope ranchers and others to leave water in the upper Colorado River
system to flow toward Lake Powell.

Kuhn said the exploratory efforts are important because “at some point in order to
maintain reservoir levels in Lake Powell, in order to maintain the system, in order to
accomplish framework point number four, which is to avoid a curtailment, we’re going
to have to reduce our demands,” Kuhn said.

A third ongoing effort is “contingency planning,” which is studying how to use water
released from federal upstream reservoirs, including Flaming Gorge and Blue Mesa, to
keep Lake Powell at a certain level.

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2757441-14-C.html#document/p12/a283204


“What this four-basin roundtable study will do is collect what we’ve done, and educate
people on what it is we’re doing, and what the trade-offs are,” Kuhn said.

Jeris Danielson, the manager of the Purgatoire Water Conservancy District and an
Arkansas roundtable member, asked Kuhn if the west slope intended to postpone
discussion at the IBCC level of a new TMD until the risk study was complete.

Kuhn said the study should be finished by the end of the summer, and that it made
sense to develop a common understanding about how the Colorado River works before
talking about a new TMD.

“You’ve got to bring the experts, the people who work in this business, up to a common
level of understanding before they can have a common platform to help educate
everyone else,” he said.

Editor’s note: Aspen journalism and the Aspen Daily News are collaborating on
coverage of rivers and water in Colorado. The Daily News published
(http://www.aspendailynews.com/section/home/170382) this story on Monday, March 14, 2016.

http://www.aspendailynews.com/section/home/170382


 
 

 

M E M O R A N D U M  
 
TO: Board of Directors 

FROM: Catherine Hayes, Board Secretary 

DATE: March 7, 2016 

RE: Summary of Authority February 25, 2016, Regular Board Meeting 
 
The following is a summary of items discussed at the February 25, 2016, Authority Board Meeting: 

Introductions Introductions were made, including Jason Sica, the District IT manager, and Mike 
Reisinger, a Berry Creek Metropolitan District board member.  

Meeting Minutes The Board approved the minutes of the January 21 regular meeting and joint 
special meeting with the Eagle River Water and Sanitation District. Directors Hymes 
and Power abstained. 

Angler’s PUD Cash in 
Lieu Request 

Evette Smits explained the cash in lieu of water rights request from the developer of 
Angler’s PUD. The Board unanimously approved the request.   

Wild and Scenic Alt. 
Management Plan 

Glenn Porzak discussed the alternate management plan, which grandfathered in 
the Eagle River MOU. Glenn recommended approval. The Board unanimously 
approved the Wild and Scenic Alternative Management Plan. 

Treated Water Storage 
Fee Elimination 

Linn Brooks recommended elimination of the treated water storage fee, as this cost 
was recently rolled into customer tap fees. The board unanimously approved 
elimination of the fee.  

Mountain Star Tank 
Update 

The Board unanimously approved execution of an agreement with Mountain Star 
that will include the parameters previously agreed upon, including the Authority’s 
maximum contribution of $135,000. Director Power abstained. 

Traer Creek Tank 
Update 

Jim Collins updated on the tank and noted Traer Creek was investigating 
remediation for the tank failure. If a proposed cure is unsatisfactory, the Authority 
can file for declaratory judgment for Traer Creek’s failure to meet the tank warranty 
obligation. A press release on the matter was issued at the Board’s request.  

Finance Report Louise Reiter presented the financial report, noting that slightly lower-than-budgeted 
water sales to date may be the result of fewer visitors.   

Operations Report Linn Brooks presented the Operations Report. 

Town of Vail Strategic 
Action Plan 

Linn Brooks discussed the plan, which identifies and prioritizes Gore Creek water 
quality issues. District staff reviewed the plan and recommended higher 
prioritization of certain projects, including snow storage. Overall, District staff is 
supportive of the plan.   

Legislative Matters Diane Johnson summarized HB16-1283, concerning water loss audit reporting, and 
the River District’s soon to be introduced bill that provides an alternative mechanism 
for creation of subdistricts within the River District. 

Colorado Basin 
Roundtable 

Diane Johnson said the River District is leading the effort to fund the Colorado River 
Development and Curtailment Risk Study with support from the four west slope 
roundtables and the Southwest Water Conservation District. 
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State of the River 
Public Meeting 

Diane Johnson noted the annual Eagle River Valley meeting will be held either May 
12 or May 16, from 5:15 to 8 p.m. at Colorado Mountain College in Edwards. 

Lead Testing and 
Regulations 

Diane Johnson referenced the lead issues in Flint, Mich. where many homes still 
have old lead service lines and contrasted this with the relatively young age of the 
water system and homes in the Authority’s service area – which consistently show 
results at levels well below the “action level” required under the federal Safe 
Drinking Water Act. 

Avon Drinking Water 
Facility Property 

Jim Collins discussed the ADWF property, which is leased from the town of Avon. 
District and town staff will meet to discuss appraisal instructions and potentially 
engage an appraiser, beginning the process by which the Authority could purchase 
the property.  

Colorado Water 
Rights Protection Act 

Glenn Porzak updated on the legislation and ongoing efforts to resolve issues 
regarding bypass flows; impact of the bill on county 1041 powers; and language 
regarding how the federal government can obtain water rights in Colorado.    

Legislation re 
Recreation as 
Beneficial Use 

Glenn Porzak noted a recent Supreme Court ruling that recreational water use was 
not a beneficial use. He said the proposed legislation would recognize recreation as 
a beneficial water use; the Authority and District have numerous decrees for such 
uses. The Board directed Glenn to support the bill on its behalf. 

HR 2554 Update Glenn Porzak said the Authority and District’s most recent revision to the proposed 
bill is unacceptable to Rep. Polis. The Board directed Glenn to write a letter from 
Authority and District Chairmen Gregory and Sackbauer, respectively, summarizing 
the Board’s concerns about timely access to any wilderness areas.  

Report on ERMOU 
Projects 

Glenn Porzak updated on a meeting with ERMOU parties regarding potential joint 
projects, associated cost per acre foot of the various options, and needed wetlands 
studies to determine feasibility of the projects.  

Unallocated Water 
Policy Update 

Glenn Porzak said he was incorporating comments on the policy from Avon’s water 
counsel, which he will present to the board subcommittee prior to consideration by 
the full board. 

Updated Water Rights 
Appraisal 

Glenn Porzak called attention to the Authority’s updated water rights appraisal; he 
noted engineering from the ERMOU project study indicates the Authority’s 
storage/acre-foot costs might be slightly low, but they are in the ballpark. 

Texas Supreme Court 
Case re Prior 
Appropriation 

Glenn Porzak discussed a recent ruling in Texas that upholds the prior 
appropriation law. This could be a precedent for future compact curtailment 
administration.  

   



 
 

 

COMMITTEES 

 

DISTRICT 
Audit/Budget Employee 

Housing 
Retirement 

Plans 
Organizational 
Performance 

Real Estate 
and New 

Development 

Hahnewald  
Barn 

Tom Allender Debbie Buckley Linn Brooks Bill Simmons Kim Langmaid Linn Brooks 
Steve Friedman Kim Langmaid Steve Friedman Paul Testwuide  Kim Langmaid 

  Leslie Isom   Bill Simmons 
      

 

AUTHORITY 
Audit/Budget* New 

Development 
Unallocated 

Water 
Traer Creek Tank 

Geoff Dreyer Jim Power Tom Allender Tom Allender 
George Gregory Mick Woodworth Sarah Smith Hymes Sarah Smith Hymes 

 

JOINT 
Water Quality Rules and Regulations Water Demand 

Management 
Wilderness Policy 

Tom Allender (Authority) Tom Allender (Authority) Tom Allender (Authority) George Gregory (Authority) 
Kim Langmaid (District) Bill Simmons (District) Debbie Buckley (District) Mick Woodworth (Authority) 

   Steve Friedman (District) 
Kim Langmaid (District) 

 
*Committee consists of three or more members of one Board; meetings require posting notice of a public 
work session. 
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